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Fred Burke

J've always thought, having been

! my ,g", granred, the Grand
ICrnyo., is one of the lasr things

that was comparable to the Old !7est.
You may laugh about it, but one of the
iast, like the fur ffappers, the cowboys,
the explorers that went west and did
things on their own, improvised, set it
up. The river was that way and that's
why it was so free. It was like heading
west in the wagons or something. We felt
as soon as you passed under the bridge
you were {ree, urvestricted, your own
person. You had to live by your wits. We
didn't have helicopter help then as

much, or things like that.
Didn't have a lot of regulation
You could build big bonfires to
stand around. Peopie would
enjoy it because they could
look in the fire, they could
dream, they could think. The
lirst times, you have to think
about it... we designed our
boats, we built them, rue

approved them. We were
always-every company-we
weren't jealous of each other
to the point we wouldn't help

conLinued on paqe 17

Rod Nash

f grew up in New York Ciry. I wa.

I born on Manhattan lsland. And I

I lived for eighteen years with the
view out of my bedroom window of a
brick wall. That was it. It was about ten
feet away. I could look up, down, right
or left and not see a single living thing.
Not a leaf, not a weed, not a blade of
grass-just the bricks. I was on the third
floor of a seventeen-story apartment
house. My father was a professor at New
York University, downtown on
'lTashington 

Square in Manhattan. And
I looked at that brick wall. Because of
that brick wall, I beiieve, I became a

wilderness
enthusiast and
later a wilder-
ness scholar, a

wilderness
management
advocate, and a
wilderness
explorer.

Fortunately
I had summers

that got me out
in the West,
gave me a taste

Somewhat Different Stories

conLinued on Vaqe 31
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T nteresting winter.

f, Interesting issue tlfthe bqr, here.
Is"

By the time this issue goes to press we'll have had a
"flooc1" in the Grand Canyon. Raging waters will have
rearrangeJ thinqs once again.

One of the cooler things we've decided to do here at
GCRG in quite awhile is to punch in ourselves for better
long-term monitoring of the river corridor vis-a-vis Clen
Canyon Darn. ln honor of the historic spike flow rve jirst,
had, we've set Lrp a vohrnteer guide-implemented photo
match program that, with a little luck, will result in a
continuoLrs photographic recorc{ of many beaches and
changes wrought thereof. We'lI keep track of that record
ourselves, but donate the data to NPS and BuRec too.

'S7hat rve've learned from the EIS so far is that one of
its key components-"adaptive managemqnl"-l5 2 sw6
edged sword. While it can allow us to ti,veak clam opera-
tions for the good of the Canyon, it can also (hurran
nature being what it is) open t1're door to change for other
reasons. The u,ay it went this time iooked from afar as

rnuch like horse-trading as it did unbiased scientilic
assessment ("trade you a flood flow for a watered-down
preferrec{ altemative"). That the world actually works this
way shor-rldn't be a revelation, but coming to grips with it
here has lecl us to the sad truth that for CCRG the real
joh never was just ahout helping to get an EIS started or
to pass the Grand Canyon Protection Act. Watching over
the Canyon is a responsibility we'lI always have. We'll
never be able to simply get the system lined out and walk
away. We will always have [o be there... and to pay irtten.
tion to what goes on. The beauty of the program we've
.l-rbbed "Adopt-a-Beach," is, this is as it should be: we're
here anyway. And we're the ones making all the noise
abolrt taking care of the Canyon. By shor-rldering a bit of
the monitoring load ourselves, we can save the taxpayers
a fortune and back up our own concerns with harder data
than we've had on hand in the past. So, yeah, with a

little luck (i.e. all the support we can possibly get),
working guides'll be there helping to study the irftermath
of the floocl, watching the river and the dam for zrs long ;rs

we'rc J()u'n there running trips.

We had a nice Constituency Panel n-ieeting up at the
Sor-rth Rim not long ago. Watching Superinter-rdent
Arnberger and his team navigate that mine{ield, I wzrs

struck by the notion th:rt nny one of them, as a partici-
pant on a plain old liver trip, wor-rld be an absolute charnp
to have along. People like these r-rsually end up klcking off
one of those rare classics u,here, after you reach the
bottom, everybody starts crying 'cause it's all over. They
just w'ant to go back to the Ferry and put in iigain right



now... And, even though it's the sixth trip you've done
that year, you (the boatrnan) feel the same rvay. You're
bawling too. This is a good group of people, in other
worcls, and if they can just somehow manage to physi-
cally see enough of the river and u,hat goes on here
themselves, lirsthand, they'1l probably figure out what to
do for the long haul as well as anybody could.

There weren't that many fireworks at the
Constituency Panel this year-the big news there for us

was, u'e're now expected to adopt the 1993 Federal Food
Code. Ray Gunn, NPS's chief of concessions, realizes
not all of it rvili apply, so he's given us a brief wrndow in
which to look the darn thing over (all 450 pages of it)
and provide input on what works and what doesn't.
(lnterested parties should contact Bert Jones at OU, Jon
Stoner at ARR, or Garret Schniewind at CanX for more
details. )

The day before the Constituency Panel, at the outfit-
ters' meeting, there were a couple lnoments of note. The
Coast Cuard situation looks better all the time. Things
got sticky last fall but a joint effort (NPS standing lirm,
plus a lot of work by Rob Elliott, Garrett Schniewind,
Bruce Winter, and special guest consultant to GCRG
Fred Burke) brought our concerns to the attention of
Lisa Jackson in Congressman Stump's oflice, and to
Congressman Clements from Tennessee, A piece of
legislation waiting in the u,ings now-that pertains to
the Coast Guard reauth61i731i6n-pight put that one to
bed. W'e'll keep you posted.

Other news: what the NPS requires for drug-testing is

that our outlitters have to have some kind of program
(up to the outlitter) and have to file a report once a year
explaining what they did, how many positrves they saw
and how they dealt with those. No names, no handcuffs,
no S\7AT teams. Sitting in the audience (and worrymg
about the fate of the the Fourth Amendment), we were
marginalty relieved to hear that and thought most ouriir-
ters might be toc'r. The squirming and sweating we saw

instead u,as a surprise, and made us realize that many
outlitters had reaLly wanted simply to be told what to do,
step by stepr so they didn't have to take any kind of
personal responsibility for dealing with this dif{icult
issue. No such Luck. There is sti1l a sliver of room for
pelsonal responsibility here, and a human system that
takes ir-rro accolrnt a hell of a lot more about who a

boatn-ran is-and how he or she really performs-than
just urine. Not much room, but a little.

'We're 
p.1g11y deep into it though. The tragedy for all

of us is, the u'ar on drugs gets more like the rvar in
Vietnam (or McCarthyism, or the early days of Nazi
Germanl.) every week. Prosecuted with enormous
hypocrisy and cynicism, this "war" now does as much
harm as it does goocl. A lot of soldiers out there suppos.

edly wearing rvhite hats aren't very good people, really,
and don't actually give a damn about doing good, either.
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There is as much money to be made or conliscated in the
rackets of prevention and punishrnent as there is in trans-
port and distribution. And on either side of the iine, every
bit as t-iuch harm can-irnd now is-being done to indi-
vidual people and individual righrs.

\7here do u,e gc'r from herel It's a bitch, ain't it?'\Xl'e u,ait
and see, I guess. Or-rr outfitters are worried about going to
court... but as a friendly lawyer assured me recently, the best

chance of r-rs all ending up there-NPs, GCRG, and a care-

less outhtter-will be by buying into a system that railroads
a good guide who reaily belongs in the Canyon. For more
on this one, see the piece by Jeri Ledbetter,

On a lighter note, just to kind of soothe everybody into
keeplng an open rnind and focussing on what's really best

for Grand Canyon (as lve prepare to grapple with the
wolves called "over-popu1ation," "fair access," ar-rd "saving

the planet from ourselves") it seemed like a good idea to
check in with a couple rabble-rousers like Fred Burke and
Rod Nash to help get our bearings.

Why lump the two together?
\7hy not? Here's two classic lives that started out a

mlllion miles apart (Fred: country / Rod: city) and inter-
sected in the bottom of the Grand Canyon. From each u,e

all have much to learn, but the challenge for you, the
reader, will be hooking up with the guy you really need to
pay attention to. $7ho's he? If you like what he says, that's
not him. If he sounds at {irst glance like Darth Vader, take a

deep breath. Relax your forehead, listen c1ose. That's your
guy. You don't have to agree with everythlng he says (hal),
but respecting and learning from both points of view might
help us all in the long run. Personally I found ideas to hate
in each of these lnterviews. They're not yln and yang and
the real "truth" isn't dead square between the two, either.
Maybe it's best to borrow a line from George Bush and just

describe these guys as two points of light, in a vast and
starry sky. Personally, I'm proud to call each one a friend,
and a n-rentor. If we-river runners in Grand Canyon-
could somehow combine the good things they each have to
tell us, we might just gain a little ground for next century.

Guess that's it for now... it must be, because there's
absolutely no more time here-we're off to see the wizard.
Gotta go check out (will wonders never cease) a spring
flood in the Grand Canyonl Thanks to BuRec, "water,"
"power," Secretary Babbitt,
NEPA, mom, democracy,
and thousands of others
who gol an idea irr their
heads and, for better or
uor:e, have 5pent cuunt-
less hours doing their best
to follow through with it...

li"i Lew Steiger



The Frustrated Desire to Just say No

A s of the beginning of this river season, outfrt-

A ters are contractually bound by the National
L \Park Service to provide a "drug-free work-

place" and to initiate a program for periodic drug testing
of their crew. Outfitters are to report annually to the
NPS- how many they tested, were there any positives,
and, if so, what action was taken. So there it is.

'W'e've 
seen this coming for a while and we are

frankly amazed it didn't happen sooner. Actually, last
year's proposed regulations were more ominous. In the
case of a positive result, outfitters were to contact the

Concessions office at once with
the name of the suspected

offender, who was to be removed
immediately from his job. That
seemed particularly harsh consid-
ering that results of these tests can
be incorrect, and that test results
have no bearing on how well a

guide does his job. No, rhe new
requirement is better than it could
be, but it still isn't right.

As we have discussed this issue

over the past few years, one state-
ment we've heard over and over
again has been "lt's the nineties.
Everybody's drug testing now; you
cannot stop it, and you don't dare

argue." Certainly Americans are

shuffling off to labs in droves.
They excrete into specimen cups

for God and Country but mostly
under threat of losing their jobs. The masses seem to
have accepted this with little question or argument.

The masses also stood idly by while Joseph McCarthy
drove innocent individuals from their jobs in the 1950s.

Few raised objections as perceived "un-American activi-
ties" were scrutinized, loyalties were questioned, and
careers were destroyed at the whim of one man, who

never managed to produce substantiated evidence of
subversion against those he defamed. This continued
until, at some point, a few brave souls had the courage

to just say no.
Subjecting people to a degrading and meaningless

exercise such as repeating the oath of loyalty or peeing
in a cup, without probable cause to do so, constitutes
illegal search and seizure. Any who get a positive on the
test (accurate or false) are being forced to incriminate
themselves (since for most of us employment isn't
optional.) Guilt is being assumed until innocence is

proven, in blatant disregard of the rights that we

thought were guaranteed.

McCarthy's battle cry was "national security"; in the
war on drugs the banner is "public safety." But interro-
gating actors didn't make the nation any more secure,

nor has squeezing bladders been proven to enhance
public safety. The plundering of Constitutional rights in
both cases is ineffective as well as unconscionable.

I spoke with a guide last summer who said if drug
testing becomes mandatory in Grand Canyon, it's time
for him to move on. He has quit a job before rather
than submit to drug testing. I know this guy. He's a good
boatman-as solid as they come-and he could pass the
test any time. But that isn't the problem, nor is it the
issue. This isn't about drugs; it's about an enormous
abuse ofpower.

As valid as these arguments may seem, and as much
as some of us would like to stand up for our rights,
there's just this one little problem: we love working in
Grand Canyon. The Federal Govemment is forcing the
NPS to mandate drug screening. They are squeezing the
outfitters, who, in tum, must squeeze our bladders in
order to fulfill their contracts. I could say, "No thanks,
my bladder is my own business." The outfrtter, who
probably has no personal interest in its contents, might
feel that he had no choice but to take me off the
schedule. !7hat would I have proved? That I am
expendable and can therefore get dumped and replaced
really fast? That I can get laughed out of court just as

well as nearly everyone else who has tried to contest
this wave of hysteria?

No, I guess most of us will swallow our collective
pride and cooperate. We want to spend the next 5 years

working and playing in Grand Canyon, not hanging out
with lawyers in courthouse hallways. GCRG has more
pressing issues that are more appropriate to our stated
goals, and the guides want to stay on the river. Until
the witch hunt is over, most will probably shuffle off to
the labs and fill those specimen cups. But it isn't right.

Jeri Ledbetter

Bill of Rrghts ,

Article IV
-T-h" right of the
I people ro be

.t
secure rn thelr persons,

houses, papers, and effects
against unreasonable

!1
searches and seizures, shall

not be violated; and no
warrants shall issue, but

upon probable cause,

supported by oath or affir"
mation, and particularly

describing the place to be

searched u"d the persons or
things to be seized.

grand canyon river guides
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Ti:c Out{'itters'
Cl'roice

A lrhough the outfitters have been

A given no choice in inst ituting
I L[io.h.-i.al surveillance, they have

a great deal of latitude in deciding just how
invasive their program may be. The NPS gave

no minimum requirements. Raymond Gunn,
Chief of Concessions in the Park, made it very

clear at the GTS March 23rd that outfitters
won't get any extra points towards contract
renewal for having a more intensive drug
testing program. !7e hope that this will make it
easier for the outfitters to refrain from trampling
their crew's rights any more than they must.

These are trying times; mutual support,
understanding and respect should be everyone's
goal. Some outfitters are trying to design
programs that limit invasion and degradation to
the absolute minimum. Companies who strive
to protect the rights of their employees in the
face of government intervention inlo private
lives shouid be respected and supported.

Conversely, outfitters who embrace this
nonsense wholeheanedly and implement far
more comprehensive policies than have been
requested by the Park, are doing nothing to
enhance communication and cooperation
between guides and outfrtters, One company
manager told me, "\7e're willing to give up tl-re
rights of our employees," as though they are his
to cast aside.

The buzzword "liability" frequently enters
the conversation. However, nothing-
absolutely nothing-will protect against a frivo-
lous lawsuit, even prostrating ourselves before
,rirl lxuTers. Those guys don't care about urine;
they care about money. tnkers brimming with
the purest of urine won't tum them away. If we

want to avoid a lawsuit, perhaps a better angle
would be to stop advertising our trips as though
they are a resort experience devoid of risk. If
we're going to tie ourselves into knots over the
possibiliqv of a lawsuit, we might as well all stay

home.
Let's not buy into this any more than we

have to.

l'i
Jeri Ledbetter

SI raring ttre Skir,s {o[ r]{}t}

he United States Air Tour Association has expressed

concern that the planned reintroduction of
Califomia Condors to the Vermillion Cliffs area,

scheduled for mid-June, will interfere with air tour activity
over Grand Canyon and economic interests of the industry.

They also raised safety issues, and asked that the program not
be initiated until their concerns are addressed.

The proposed population of Condors is designated

"nonessential experimental," which means it will be treated as

a threatened population rather than endangered. This designa-

tion, in accordance with section 10(j) of the Endangered
Species Acr, as amended, allows the Fish and \7ildlife Service
to develop special regulations for management of the popula-
tion that are less restrictive than the mandatory prohibitions
that apply to endangered species. According to Robert Mesta,
who manages the program for Fish and Wiidlife, "That flexi-
bility helps to insure that current and future land use activities
such as, but not limited to forest management, agriculture,
mining, livestock grazing, sport hunting, and non-consumptive
outdoor recreational activities in the area will not be

restricted."
\7ith this designation, the Condors clearly pose far less

threat to the future of air tours than the endangered Bald Eagle

and Peregrine Falcon, who have been sharing the skies in
much greater numbers with the air tour industry for years.

There have been no impacts or limitations to the industry as a

result; there is less reason to think that a Condor population,
listed only as threatened, would necessitate restrictions.
According to Mesta, Condors have very similar life habits to
turkey vultures, and he is not aware of any collisions of aircraft
with that species. They soar more than fly, and are suffrciently
agile to get out of harm's way. Also, since they are much
bigger, they would be easier to see and avoid. Most reported
bird strikes have involved smaller species, such as swifts. Mesta
predicts that if Condors move into Grand Canyon, they will
spend most of their time soaring below the rim, well out of the
flight path of tour aircraft.

Mesta ernphasized that the goal of the program was to inte-
grate the Condor into current uses, not the other way around.

Grand Canyon River Guides supports the introduction of the
California Condor to the Vermillion Cliffs area, and hopes

that the air tour industry
will come to recognize
the value of the project,
and prove themselves
capable of seeing Grand
Canyon as something
more than a lucrative
ventlrre. 

-h
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aqencies were going to help anything' And in the end'
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few weeks ago" '_ 
ln" letter below wos rcucr,"_ _ 

h

ffi Commandtng OffLcer
U. S. Coast Guard
Marine Safety Office

2716 N. Harbor Drlve
San Diego, CA 92101
( 619 ) 683-6500

February 28, L996

Mr. Lew Stelger
President
Grand Canyon River Gul-des
P. O. Box 1934
Flagstaff, Az 86002

Dear Mr. Stelger:

I would like to inform you that I recelved a letter from the
Commandant of the Coast Guard directing Officer ln Charge, Marlne
rnspections not to eonduct lnspectlone or license personnel
operating a self propellecl or non-self propelled whLte rrater rafts
on the navigable waters of the Unlted States.

In light of thls new dlrectlve, I have determl-ned that the
navigable waters from Lees Ferry to Pearce Land*ng on the Colorado
Rlver at the Grand Canyon National Park to be white water,
therefore, we wlll not enforce lnspectlons and llcensi.ng.

I appreciate your interest ln commerc{al vessel safety and
environmental protectlon. If I could be of further asslstance,
please call me or Lleutenant Fred Soriano, Chief of Inspectlons
at (619) 683-6480.

Sincerely,

q4tu'^
l. a. wATsoN, rv

,/Commancler, U. S. Coast Guard
,/ otttcer in charge

-/ Marine Inspectlon

Enc1: (1.) Comdt's Ltr on 26 January 1996

Copy: CO, MSO/GRU LA-LB
cccDLt (m)

page 6
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Grarrd Canyan-A

rl-h. history of the Grand Canyon is a compli-

I cated story of water and rock. Human history
J. at Crand Canyon, although eons shorter, is

equally complex and like the Canyon itself shrouded in
mystery. Culturally there is a prehistoric and an historic
perspective whlch meld into the broader picture.

Prehistorically, Native Americans lived and loved,
struggled and died in the Canyon. For them the Canyon
and all it contained was quite simply home. For over ten
thousand years their presence has waxed and waned.
Populations of hunters and farmers rising and falling in
their own time responding to the inevitable changes in
the world around them. Most of it going on unnoticed
without leaving a trace.

Only the rare moment gets preserved and it is rarer
stiil for that event to come to discovery in a later time.
For the southwestem archaeologist the lack of conve-
nient evidence is compounded even further by the lack
of a written record. Without written language, personal
histories dissolve and the complete truth remains
elusive. As an example the great abandonment of the
southwest during the 14th century never really
happened. It is myth. It was a poorly conceived general-
ization based on minimal information which under
further scrutiny does not hold up. ln actuality, Puebloan
(Anasazi) groups simply retracted to places in which
they could sustain themselves. The locations they had
recently left were in fact the margins of their own world
and these very places were in tum occupied by peoples

known to us as the Pai and Paiute moving in from the
west and north. It is more than likely residual groups of
Puebloans in small numbers were present in the western
reaches of the Canyon as the Pai expanded upriver.

Until very recently there was a tendency within the
archaeological community of the southwest that
promoted the concept; if you did not live in stone
houses and make beautiful pottery you counted for less

on the material scale and research barometer. The fact is

that the vast majority of peoples inhabiting the
Colorado Plateau and vicinity over the last ten
millennia made their tiving in some other fashion. For
instance, hunter-gatherer cultures like the Hualapai and
Southern Paiute have lived in the Canyon for the better
part of seven hundred years, yet their style of life has left
a skinny record on the surface that is easy to overlook
and easier still ro underestimate.

A modern analog to the hunter-gatherers is the
current use of the river corridor by the boating commu-
nity. Tw'o thousand years from now who could tell by
physical evidence that over twenty-thousand people a

year passed through the Canyon? It would appear from
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Humen Pers$]ectivf,

the record that the better part of the inner Canyon was

abandoned during the last century. There would be some

chunks of the dam, possibly ruins at Phantom, the occa-
sional inscription and maybe a skeleton or two attached
to a backpack frame to mark our passing. But where are

the boats and the boatman, not to mention all of their
stuff?

Historically, the human story casts a shadow much
different from the Native experience. For the new
Americans, the Canyon was and is antithetical to the
concept of home. Even now it evokes feelings of frontier
isolation and the fringe of civilization. To be sure, people
live in and around the canyon today and you, the reader,

are keenly aware that some of us cannot live fully
without it. But Grand Canyon remains an exotic desti-
nation for the majority of modern people.

Technically, the historic period for Grand Canyon
began in September of 1540 when a dozen Spaniards
dressed in armor and riding thirsty, used-up horses,
peered over the edge somewhere in the vicinity of
Desert View Three rnen actually attempted a descent to
the river, but after going less than a third of the way
down they returned to the rim with their minds sizzled

by the shear immensity of the place. The vastness of
scale could not be absorbed by their European frame of
reference. The small party was led by GSrcia Lopez de

Crirdenas. They belonged to Coronado's larger expedi-
tion and were, of course, looking for gold. They thought
they were in Hell: no gold and no cities to plunder. The
Hopi guides that brought them to this place conve-
niently omitted any mention of the several trails leading
to the river. The Spaniards left and did not come back.

For our purposes the historical period began with
several US Army expeditions that passed through the
region in the 1850s (Sitgreaves, Ives, Whipple, and
Beale with his camels). The era of the new Americans
was cemented by the amazing journey of John \il7esley

Powell, Jack Sumner and company in 1869. As is

common to our history, the miners followed the cavalry
and the map makers. And that was the case for Grand
Canyon.

Before Powell could finish a second trip the prospec-

tors poured into this remote region. By the late spring of
1872 hundreds ofgold miners had appeared at Lees

Ferry, the mouth of Kanab Creek and along the Grand
\Uash Cliffs. Most of them left within months but the
dream persisted. Through the 1880s several men took up
residence at various locations along the river corridor.
The area around Palisades was particularly attractive to
the hard rock miners.

Most of these men left no rrace in the written or
physical record and they have disappeared into the
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whirlpool of time. Others amongst
them are well known and belong
to the lexicon of Canyon history:
McDonald, Hance, Bass, Thnner,
Beamer, Boucher, and Lanrier.
These men worked their digs,

lived simply, and through ali their
effort profited precious little frorn
precious metal. Those who stayed

mined another resource, the
tourist lode. It is the same ore that
keeps on paying today.

As a prime example Ben
Beamer came to the Canyon in
1890 hoping to make it pay. He
considered his prospects nearly
unlimited and extracted virtually
nothing of value. Nevertheless he
remained a busy feliow reworking
an Anasazi structure at the mouth
of the LCR into his own image

[see below], prospecting all the
while and of course living the good iife in
the bottom of the Canyon. He did not
become an entrepreneur like John Hance or'$7i11iam
Bass, but he enjoyed fishing and the changing beauty of
the inner Canyon.

\Tithin 25 years of Powell's first trip, the frontier
period of the Canyon had passed by and the bona fide

tourist replaced the soiitary man. Beamer's legacy
remains today as a documented historical site at the
LCR. Like Bert Loper's boat, it is disappearing bit by bit.

fficr*n-:trrs

f n 1869 Major Powell observed and noted in his

$ j,rrr.rrl the presence of a Pr-rebloan roomblock
A t-r"ur the mouth .rf the Little Coloradtr River.

Years passed by and after the turn of the century a

rekindled interest in Powell's expedition prompted
certain individuals to try and relocate this dwelling of
the ancients. The ruins were nowhere to be found.
More mystery and intrigue in the Canyon. In 1960

Bob Euler was on a river trip that stopped at the LCR.
While poking around Beamers cabir-r Dr. Euler (like a

good archaeologist) began seeing sherds and lithics
and pictographs, etc. Then the light bulb went on in
his head... .....Ben Beamer had come upon this spot in
1890, and, in the tradition c'rf an experienced
prospector he could not look a gift horse in the
mouth. So he transformed the jr-rmble of rock wails
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beamer ariifacf,a circa 1960. NoLe eaddlea and plow.

People have the not so absurd notion they can be more
in touch with their heritage by possessing little fragments

of it. Regardless of human habit and desire the Canyon,
with absolute indifference, is the ultimate zone of
subduction consuming individuals and the cultures they
create. In time, nothing survives the Canyon.

Clvis Codet

F ix*r-lip1)ryr

into a passable cabin. During subsequent trips in 1962

and 1963 Dr. Euler became convinced these were the
ruins Powell had observed.

This reasonable assumption was conflrmed in 1984

when the Park Service conducted excavations at this
location (AZ.C:13:004) revealing a record of hurnan
occllpation stretching back to the fourth centr"rry B.C.

In addition, Hopi, Southern Paiute and Pai pottery were

found just under the surface indicating use of the LCR
as an established route well into historic times.

(Personal communication Dr.Robert Euler and A
CROSS SECTION OF GRAND CANYON
ARCHAEOLOGY. !7ACC *28,1986. By Anne
Tiinkle Jones) 
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DENVER REPUBLICAN
MORNING, JULY 17, 1892

en Beamer has come up to Denver from his
home at the bottom of the Great Colorado
canon. He says he likes the long vistas of

prairie with their background of snowcapped mountains,
br-rt "for scenery as is scenery" give him the roaring
waters of the frothy Colorado in its sandstone framework
6,000 feet hlgh.

The hum of trade, the clang
of car-belts, the rattle of patrol
wag()ns are ivell entrugl in
their way, but the rush and
swirl trf the great river sing to
him another song.

"l got into the canon by the
Thnner trail in February 1890,"
he said yesterday. "The trail is

twelve miles below the mouth
of the Little Colorado river,
and sixteen miles further down
is Hanse's trail, the only two
ways of reaching the river bed
in that section of Arizona.

"l have lived there ever
since, except for a short trip to the outer world last
winter and during the whole time I have been there, I
never saw a human being until this spring, when line
surveyors of the Atlantic and Pacific railroad, with a

guide, made their way into the canon.
"l took up a ranch at the mouth of the Little

Colorado, where there are about ten acres of cultivable
land, br-rilt me a cabin and went about my own business

of prospecting for the precious rnetals. A11 about there
are strong indications of copper, it being a sandstone
country underlaid with shale, a No. I copper formation.
There are some copper springs twelve miles above the
mouth of the Little Colorado, the waters from which 30
stronglv in-ipregnate the river with blue vitriol that no
frsh can 1ir-e ir-r it. \When the river dries up in June and

Ju1y, these springs supply enough water to float a boat.
You carnnot drink it, though.

"Six miles below me, on the south side of the
Colorado, is the McDonald claim, which belongs to
Denver parties, J. N. Hughes, the lawyer, being one of
them, I believe. There is from 60 to 70 per cent copper
in the rock, and some silver. Below that Mr. Hanse and
two partners have some big copper claims and still
further dou,n a man named Berry has located some

claims which show the same percentage of copper and
run from $10 to $100 per ton in silver.

"An asbestos claim below Hanse's was lately sold for

$7,500. Still further south are sorne big gold and silver
ledges, but don't know much about them. This spring

there were some wonderful discoveries made at
Silverado, which is frfty miles back from Kingman, on
the railroad, and somewhere near the rim of the canon.

They Lack water there and have made arrangements to
pipe it in, though
whether they can
get it in suffrcient
quantities I can't
say."

The precious
metals found in the
canon are gold,

silver, lead,

uraniu[r, molyb-
denum and indium,
and there are miles
of rock that give a
blow-pipe test for
nickel.

"How do I iive?
Well, as all

prospectors do, only I get plenty of {ish and wild goat,

and there are some otter. After the snow melts the
Colorado backs up into some of those small canons and

the fish come in millions to feed on a vegetable that
grows on the rocks. They are so thick that you can lean

over the water's edge and pull thern out by the tail two
at a time.

"Facts, I assure you. No, it's only in the Little
Colorado where they cannot live. They are abottt twenty
inches long and have a flat bump on their back just

behind the head.

"The Atlantic & Pacific did some work surveying up

Hanse's trail this spring to hold their right of way but I
doubt if a road will be put thror-rgh there. The trails are

so narrow that you cannot ride horseback. Yor-r can pack

things down. In some places it is a rnere hog-back and a

scary man wor-rld have to cross on his hands and knees.

The trail winds down the side of the canon from the
rim, and if you fell you coulcl drop 6,000 feet. I found
tolerably good walking along the river bank for twenty-
five miles below the mouth of the Little Colorado.

"l-onesome? Not when yoLl get used to it." 
llrq

beamer'e Cabin picturee cou(Leoy Orand Canyon NaLional Tark

Ihie alory wae found, in lhe ben beamer fle, Marelon Collection,ltunlin4Lon Library
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The Whale trour:daticn

veryone who knew the Whaler loved him.
Many of us also depended on the Whale as a

sounding board. He was our counselor, our
advisor, the non-judgmental ear we needed to lisren ro
our problems. He was always there no matter the hour or
situation. Whale was never too busy. He is the inspira-
tion behind this idea. It bears his name as a lasting
tribute to a beautiful human being, not because he was a
martyr or a bad example.

The Vhaler took his own life. I often wonder if he
would stili be here if the situation were different. He was

a proud man who lived life as he pleased. Through all
the years I knew him he never asked me for anything,
even though he knew I would have done anything for
him and I am sure the same applies to most of us. Could
the same thing happen again to another of our pards?

\)fhale did not feel comfortable relating his fears and
insecurities to his friends. \7ou1d he be here today if he
had someone to hear him out? It is pure speculation, but
I think maybe the answer is yes.

Was the lThaler trying to tell us something or make
a point? Probably not in a conscious way, but perhaps in

a metaphoric way. Think about it: the expectation level
of today's boatmen is extremely high and going higher
everyday. \7e need a system to help address some of the
problems we face now, and to anticipate future problems.

The Issue: \7e have an aging population in the
Grand Canyon boating community. Those who have
paved rhe way (been in the industry for 15 years or
more) are facing the possibility of physically reaching
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the end of the line and not being able to work on the
river. Perhaps we have not prepared for the future
(financially, scholastically, mentally ...). Being a guide is

a very powerful occupation as long as we are on the
river. Yet every year the season ends and suddenly, rather
than being heroes and inspirations to others, we are just
people. What happens when the options seemingly
disappear? \W.here can we go to talk to someone who is
not one ofour peers?

An initial solution? Provide services for our commu-
nity. Immediately implement a system to provide infor-
mation pertaining to mental health and counseling
services for boatmen in need. !7e all have down
moments, we all experience depression, but what
happens when it won't go away? \7hat can we do about
it?

\7e have an anonymous donor who has contributed
$ 1 ,000 to get this program off the ground. In addition,
there are 3 local mental health professionals who have
offered their services at a greatly reduced rate. Our goal
is to use this money (and more when we raise it) to

assist anyone who wants to utilize this program
but cannot afford the costs.

Obviously, this is only the tongue of the
rapid. There are many other issues that we need
to address. Eventually this program would ideally
include other pertinent services for the boating
community.

Eventual services may include;

1. A financial planning network.

2. A career planning network.

Our community is very diverse in expertise.
One of the goals of this program is to artempt to
document and organize a system so we can assist

each other in our various endeavors.

The time has come for us to look at our occu-
pation as a real job. !7e should set up the needed
services to take care of those of us who have
been around and for those who wili foliow. Your
comments are greatly appreciated and valued. If

you have any ideas of ways to implement, or raise funds
for this program, ptease let us know. Thke an active role
in your community It will make a huge difference.

For more information contact Robby Pitagora at
(510) 658-8901x225 or through GCRG.

k
1?
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he long awaited, acclaimed, denounced and ever so controversial flood of
Grand Canyon actually began on schedule. At 6:15 am on March 26rh, a

crowd of dignitaries, rabble rousers and a srnall media circus watched and
listened as Bruce Babbitt cranked open the first offour hollow jet valves that, by noon,
rvould send the river to 45,000 cfs for a week. Babbitt spoke of a new beginning for the
Colorado, a system-wide type of management, and the interlinking of multiple lields of
study, systems and species in a new, more holistic approach. The flood rushes on as we

go to press.

That's the {irst flood; the one that was planned. The one that wasn't expected was

the media frenzy. As the date grew nearer, more and stories began to appear in the
press, one building upon another, facts and fiction blurring as the great moment
approached. Outside rragazine may have reached the acme of yeLlow journalism in its
April issue.

"The Colorado Riuer as you'ue neq)er seen it... Whitewater of biblical proporions...
Hydraulic wedges will heaue against the massiue steel gate that holds back Lake Mead [sic]. . .

as the Coloralo Riuer. . . marauds through, rolling bould.ers as if thel were Easter eggs and

rtpping trees from banks. A week later the riuer will be switched back to "low," where it's been

since the dam was buik in 1963.
"But perhaps no one is more thrilled about the coming flnod than a handful of Top-Gun-

caliber whitewater rafters, who in the last few decades have grown accustomed to a kinder
gentler stream. . . access will be aghtly controlled-with amateurs suict\ forbidden unless

they're part of a scientific team or booked on one of the seuen scheduled raft trips."

And much, much more. It's hard to imagine packing more misinformation into five
short paragraphs. Somehow much of the media has mistaken where the significance of
the flood flow lies. 45,000 is about half the average pre.dam high. That's what it ran for
much of the three years following the onset of the 1983 unintentionai flood-at one
point more than doubling that amount. It's not really all thar high. Many river hazards

disappear at that level while a few others, notably Crystal, get worse. Boils and swirlies
appear, tossing boats around, sucking tubes. But really, it's not that big a deal. Cataract
Canyon boaters see bigger stuff on a pretty regular basis. Some 14 private and 6
commercial launches were on rhe schedule to ride the tide.

Nonetheless, GCRG and many outfitters are getting waves of calls from panicked
passengers fearing for their very lives. The media has done its job well.

The real significance of the flood, the cresting high point, is aclministrative.
"Valuable" water-water that could otherwise be ser-rt through turbines and produce
revenue-is bypassing the cash register for the simple purpose of attempting to benefit
the dorvnstream environment. lUith tremendous pressures from water and power inter-
ests not to by-pass the turbines, desires from sediment scientists to have the flood even
higher, urging from fishermen and some other recreationists to keep it low-the GCES
process has actually been able to pull it off. Comparing this to the massive dysfunction
in Washington these days, it is an astounding and newsworthy feat.

Will the flood work? That remains to be seen.

The tirird spring flood was a rubber armada of scientists, heading downstream to
assess the effects. Their measurements and observations wiil take a while to analyze.

Meanu'hile, we, the guides, will have a tremendous opportunity to see the immediate
and long-term effects and add our observations to the body of knowledge. Both the
Adopt-A-Beach program of repeat photographs of certain beaches, and the ohserva-
tions we are asking for in the centerfold of this issue, will add a tremendous amount to
the information gained from the experiment. So get out there, look around, and try to
describe the changes you see. And write it down.

Brad Dimock 1,1
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X 7o" rhink GCES had their hands full? \7e11,

I this one is way beyond everyone. NPS is help-
J" lessl BOR is helplessl Fish and \7ildlife is

helplessl Game and Flsh is helplessl USGS is helpless!
Even if we got all the rangers together, and all the other
people with badges and arm patches, and all the Native
Americans in America, everyone would be helpless
against it!

It's the Canyon. It's disappearing before our very
eyes. Not just the beaches (which aren't disappearing,
actually, they're just going to Lake Mead), but the whole
dammed Grand Canyonl

Sure it's "grand" (we all knew that), but it's "grand"
because of erosion. Every year, thousands of tons of the
Canyon wind up in the Colorado River, dumped there
by pretty little waterfalls we see during srorms, by all the
sweet-tasting side streams, by the tremendous and,
thankfully, infrequent debris flows that downright clog
up the river with gunk. And the rangers, the rourists,
the boatmen, everyone, stand by and watch helplessly.

This is a fine how-do.you.do for Teddy Roosevelt's
admonishment to us to "keep it as it is." Since 1903,
when T.R. stood on the South Rim and gave that bliss-
fully short speech (just about rwo minutes, unheard of by
modem presidential standards), there is less of the
Canyon to see than there was in his day. !7e should be
ashamed.

!7e11, okay, talk is cheap. So what to do about the
problem?

In 1991 I published a shorr pup"rl in an intema-
tional journal, titled, "Saving the Grand Canyon: Final
Report." It even caught the eye of columnist James
Cook in the ArizonaRepublic (October 24th), where in
an interview I mentioned that I had spent nearly a
whole Saturday aftemoon tackling this problem. For
some reason, though, that research paper in the Jou.rnal
of lrreproducibleResu\ts (yes, a real title) failed to gain
the necessary attention to bring my plan into effect. So
now I turn to the only real group of people who give a
damn about the Canyon-the people who work there.

Simply put, we can't save the Canyon. The tech-
nology doesn't exist right now to stave off the monu-
mental forces of erosion that have excavated the
Canyon. Ivo Lucchitta (USGS, Flagstaff) has estimated
that 1,000 cubic miles of rock have been eroded away
from the main gorge and myriad side-canyons-of-side-
canyons. But if we are to preserve the Canyon for "our
children and our children's children," as T.R. had hoped,
we have to place the Canyon in stasis until the tech-

1 Reprinted in the current Narure Nores, (Vot. 12, No. 1)
published by Grand Canyon National Park
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nology exists to stop the erosion.
The only way to do this is to fill in the Canyon. My

earlier plan had shown that dirt was, frankly, too heavy
for the job-and it can't be kept very clean. But the
ideal long-term packing material is piffles; you know, the

examplee of five difterent kindo of pifPtee

styrofoam peanuts (or whatever they're called) that fly
all over the place when you open a box. Fill 'er up with
pifflesl

I calculated the number of piffles of different kinds
that would be necessary to fill up Grand Canyon. It
turned out that nearly the lightest kind of piffle was the
one that would do the job best, and it would take-well,
I still don't know the name for this number, but it would
take 291 (followed by 13 zeros) of these things ro 611 up
the Canyon. The whole mess would weigh
13,600,000,000 tons-half a billion truckloads. That's
nothing like the 40 dumptrucks.per-second that used to
go past Phantom Ranch, carrying all that sediment that
gets hung up now behind the dam. Or so say the old-
timers.

But there's a hitch, and that is the subject of my revi-
talized research plan. !7.here do you buy piffles? Have
you seen them in a store? Or in a catalog? It seems that
the whole world's supply of piffles was manufacrured

grand canyon river guides



archaeoloqical 6itee aleo will be protecl,ed by fillinq Lhem wilh
pilfiee (nole that, thie ie only a eimulated archaeoloqical 6ite)

dr,rring the '60s, and since then they have just been in a

complex cycle of recycling and storage. '!7e save a few
boxes of them until we need them, and out they go. We
hardly ever run out because someone winds up sending a

box or t\\,o of them to us.

So lve need piffles. Lots of them! Please do your part.
On your next trip, take a box of piffles down the river
with you. Dump them on top of the loose sand, squeeze

them in between those rock cracks. Help save the
Canyonl If we do this noq our children's children will

boatmans quarterly review

have us to thank. T.R. will smile.
If you're worried about the animals and the trees,

don't. My previous research showed that air circulation
is pretty good between all those piffles. And they're so

light that nothing will get crushed by them. They're
inert. They last forever. Piffles are nature's perfect
packing material. They also have the uncanny charac-
teristic of protecting boats from the damaging effects of
rocks. Tiue, you may not be able to see very far down-
stream-well, actually you wouldn't be able to see at
all-but you would never have to scout again.

Now, what to do when the means become available
to stave off severe erosion in the Canyon? The Canyon
is open to the west at Grand'S7ash, and the whole load
can be blown out of the Canyon into Nevada with leaf
blowers. (Hey, lf they're willing to take nuclear waste,

what's a few piffles?)

So if this summer you see a guy in Tevas and a white
lab coat on the river, it'Il probably be me. I will be

working on a update to my research program, to be
published in the Annals of Improbable Research (yes,

another real title). Please do your part and shower me

with piffles. Remember, if the Canyon gets too grand, it
won't be there at alll

Earle Spamer

Little Mysteries

J n the early 1980s Bruce Helin

I stumbled across a cairn ar Fern

IGlen. Upon closer examina-
tion, he found an inscribed board
inside bearing the name M. Johnson,
Glendale, UT Jan 5,1932. A recent
attempt to revisit the site found the
cairn and board missing.

Mysteries: Who was M. Johnson?
How and why did he end up at Fem
Glen? And who removed the caim
and board and how come?

Got a clue? Give us one. +

tu
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Canyon trorest Village-ls It Our Frablem?

1-\oast Guard, Coconino Counry Health, Drug-

I testing, the Prospectus... a deluge of issues for
\JccnG, bur at least we don't have to worry

about Canyon Forest Mllage. That's Tusayan's problem,
right? And maybe it'll tum out to be a nice place for
some Park employees, take a little pressure off South
Rim. Oh, and they might need a little water out of the
Redwall-Muav aquifer.

Now, rhat may be our problem.

The circulation of natural warers ties together diverse
terranes. In the Grand Canyon region, the carving of
the canyon released groundwater from the Redwall,
Gmple Butte, and Muav Limestones, to flow as springs
where faults intersect the face of the canyon. Now warer
under the Tusayan area rushes from Grapevine, Indian
Garden, Cottonwood, Hermit, Boucher, Havasu and
many other springs along the south wall of the Canyon.

In an August 1995 editorial, Grand Canyon National
Park Superintendent Rob Amberger recognized thls link
and the potential impacts of pumping groundwater from

ffiL*fiffi,*

l*-L*shrL-
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wells that tap the limestones. His concem was "that
these wells are being developed without consideration
for the impact they may have on springs in the Grand
Canyon-and, by extension, without consideration for
the flora and fauna these water resources support."

To understand how springs of Grand Canyon might
be effected by pumping a well for Canyon Forest Village,
we need to look at groundwater storage in the rocks, at
faults, fractures, and cave systems that siphon ground-
water from one area to another, and at variations in
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springflows. Rock formations that hold significant
amounts of groundwater are called aquifers. Thlnk of
them as stiff sponges rather than lakes. Good aquifers are
large and have lots of openings which are well
connected. The underlying formations block the down-
ward movement of water.

The Redwall-Muav aquifer is thick and regionally
continuous, but its boundaries are somewhat uncertain.
The aquifer is thought to be bounded by the Toroweap
fault to the west, by the Grand Canyon ro the north,
and by groundwater basin divides that mark where
groundwater drains east into Blue Springs and south into
the Verde River area. The underlying Bright Angel shale
is a fine aquitard-its clays retard the downward flow of
water.

The limestones are fractured and dissolved into large
openings-remember all those caves and tunnels in
Marble Canyon. The calcium carbonate of limestone
dissolves easily in the weak acid formed by carbon
dioxide and water. Stress fractures in the limestone are
widened into conduits by the solution process. Recalling

Marble Canyon's natural geologic cross
section, the openings and fractures in
the Redwall form a good network for
transmitting water. In short the
Redwall-Muav aquifer is a regular
aqueous bonanza.

But wait. W"hat about the springs?
The springs are fed by the regional
aquifer, or smaller isolated (perched)
aquifers, or by local rainfall stored in
gravels. And when a well is drilled? A
pumping well creates a cone of depres.
sion in the water table. The inverted
cone expands outward as pumping
continues.

At Grand Canyon the cone shape
is complicated by the variation in rock
types above the Redwall and by the
fracture flow system in the limestones.
At the worst, a spring can lose all its
flow if the spring and well share the

ilRn-
/

same fractured flow zone, or if the drawdown cone inter-
cepts flow toward the spring (see the drawing).
Otherwise, a new dynamic equilibrium will be estab-
lished between springflow, pumping rate, other ourflow,
and inflow to the aquifer.

Several studies are gathering or modeling data
relating to the proposed development. Canyon Forest
Village hired Errol L. Montgomery and Associates, Inc.
The National Park Service and the U.S. Geological
Survey are cooperating on a springflow monitoring
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project in the park. Researchers from the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas are sampling springs for chemical
signatures. Several deep wells, including one at Valle
and one at Havasu, can give us information as well.

Everything that follows is preliminary. Montgomery
and Associates modeled 0.1% to 9% decreases in flows
from Hermit, Indian Garden and Havasu, based on a
bunch of assumptions. The folks at UNLV are beginning
to think the spring water rhey sampled is at least older
than the days of atomic weapons resring, possibly much
older. This is based on some esoteric analyses of fancy
chen-rical isotopes. The folks at the USGS and the Park
Service notice a lot of variability in springflow data. (l
have all rhis from reliable thlrd-hand sources.)

Although spring discharges have been measured over
many decades, these measurements have not been part
of a consistent established program. We may not have
enough information. Pre-bomb groundwater ages suggest

the springs may be issuing water that would be slow to
replenish if mined by wells. Also, since springflows rnay
not be in direct equilibrium with recharge of the aquifer,
we need to be cautious with projections.

Before we can get any closer to real answers about
the character of the Redwall-Muav aquifer, Canyon
Forest Mllage needs to make some real decisions about
how big they will become. The proposed land exchange
calls for careful pianning that acknowledges the undeni.
able connection between adjacent plateau lands and
Grand Canyon National Park.

An active approach on one front of this issue would
be to encourage the park to pursue Wild and Scenic
designation for tributary streams, many of which are
spring-fed. Designation requires study of the ecosystems
surrounding the springs and the establishment of
minimum flows. Grand Canyon National Park recently
included \7ild and Scenic designation in management
objectives of the linal General Management Plan.

On another front, I join Rob Arnberger in the hope
that landowners and researchers come together to
pfotect our precious )prings.

Stay tuned, there's an EIS in progress. 
\ry
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Kelly Burke

lnjury Frequ ency of Commercial Grand Canyon River Runnin q and 17 Other Sporto
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7illiarde

bowlin4

On-River Conrnercial Orand Canyon

Archery
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Fiehinq
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1wimming
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Saeeball, Aoftball
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DaakeLball
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3.5

Fi4trea are derived from a eludy by Thomae Myera, M.D. of Grand, Canyon and Larry eLevene. Or. Vyere included eiqnificant, injuriee duriny
a 5 J.Zr eludy period in Orand Canyon, and compared, lhem wilh a aludy by Lhe Nalional SaleLy Council which wao comVleted in 1993.

l,ie complele eLudy awaite publlcaLion.
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n my last evening
in the pine tree
camp I left my

tent and walked alone to rhe
edge of the Grand Caflon.
The night was white with the
splendor of the moon. A
shimmering lake of silvery
vapor rolled its noiseless tide
against the mountains, and
laved the terraces of the
Hindu shrines. The lunar
radiance, falling into such
profundiry, was powerless to
reveal the plexus ofsubordi-
nate cafrons, and even the
temples glimmered through
the upper air like wraiths of
rhe huge forms which they
reveal by day. Advancing
cautiously to an isolated point
upon rhe brink, I lay upon my

face, and peeled down
into the specmal void.
No voice of man, nor
cry of bird, nor roar of
beast resounded
through those awful
corridors of silence.
Even thought had no
existence in that
sunken realm of chaos.

I felt as if I were the
sole survivor of the
deluge. Only the
melancholy murrnur
of the wind ascended

from that sepulchre of
centuries. It seemed

the requiem
for a vanished
world.

James L.
Stoddard
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each other. Boatmen worked back and forth for different
companies. With rare exceptions, there wasn't any
conflict.

Those were great days. They were so much fun. \7e
call them "the rape and pillage" days now. (laughs) \7e
didn't hurt anything though. Environmentally, we were
way ahead of the Park Service... As a matter of fact, we
had to wait and let them catch up. People forget, the
river runners were in the forefront of a lot of things- to
take care of the Canyon and keep it clean, to haul
human waste out. Step-by-step.

It's such a great

experience, though.
As the young people

used to say, "You get
your doo-doo
together down
there." I've watched
them, you sit on a
rock, look at the
Canyon, it's so big
that it straightens
out your mind. If a

person's going to
marrl, somebody, you
go down the Canyon
with them and
maybe find out what
a jerk the guy is-
right there you've
saved yourself a life-
time of trouble. You
get rid of him,
because he's the head
of the line when it
comes time to eat, and he elbows the old people out of
the way to get on the boat. You don't want to marry
somebody like that-get rid of him. The Canyon. . .

teenagers love to go down there with their folks. I've
heard them say, "Dad was never like thlsl Look at Dad
jumping in the water, yelling, hollering..." And this is
the Canyon, this is what it is... I don't think the Park
wants to restrict it to where it is just a Disneyland thing.
It is not a Disneyland thing. You have to remember all
the time, there's an element of danger, there's an
element of chance that makes it exciting, along with
being a great place for the human mind.

\7e had so much fun. (laughs) A lot of it we can't
put on tapel

++
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FRED BURKE FOR STATE SENATE , bisrrict 3 . A formor 8ta1e Legislelor, Fred
underslands lhe problerns and needs ol Drslrrct 3 resd6nts. An ex.cattleman. he flow
operales lhe ArizonS Rrver Runncrs Sotuitr tn Matble Canyon where he res,des. As
your Legislator, F ed drarled lh€ impodant legislation implomenlif,q the $ta* Finance
Commission and budgot procedses Now. Fred Burke would like to go back to th6
Capitol to serve your necds ai Stale Senator. Drslrict 3.

Budget Advisor. House Appropriation5 Committee, 4 years r R€tirad Army Coloeei .
Mason . Membg. American Leg;on, bons ldernahonal. Elks

Your help is needed to put Fred bac!. in ths Legislature- Once he s there. youl io,cp
witl be heard, Frsd wanlsts s*slB io{J bv he,prng lo elimrnate bureaucracy and wasleiul
spendrng in gove.nment- NOf by 

'a,srng 
your lares

Fred Burke thi[ks thatr thc taap&yer iE st,ll important He hopes you do tml

Fred Burke sits back. He swweys the scene fromhis
house on the hill these day (in between the occasional mule

trade or commission he's asked to sit on) ; cmd o,tisiting him

there it might be tempnng n harbor a little jealousy about his
present circumstances, or malbe eoJen resentment at the

unrecogniTed but tremendous impact he had" on our times and

on river runningin the Grand Cwryon. He wasn't alone-
thel neuer cue-but in much the same wa) thatMcutin
Litton willed theMarble Canyon Dam fight into being, Fred

Bwke dughis heels in andled the charge to keep motors on

the riqter. You can loc,e him for thu or hate him, but whnt
you can't begin to do, unnl you laww a little of his hisrory, is

understand him.

My mother died in the flu
epidemic rn 7917 , right after I
was born. My dad worked in
California for the Edison
Company, where they were
building the dams along the
Sierra Nevadas. He was a

mechanic, but we spent our
time Llp in the mountains-
Kern River Valley, very
isolated, hard to ger ro, just

barely progressing. Kernville
was about a hundred and fifty
people; and there was lTeldon
and Onyx-they were little-
just stores that were owned by
big cattle companies. I went
to school in a one-room
schoolhouse. I think when I
graduated from the eighth
grade, we had three of us grad-

uated. !7e can't have a&
reunion any more, because ]'m
the only one left.

In those days, you had to go to Bakersfield to go to

[hlgh] school, and that was around seventy miles away-
no buses, no transportation, nothing fumished-so I
didn't go. I took an extra year in that little schoolhouse,

so it would be the equivalent of a ninth grade. The
teacher was good enough to give me advanced-prob-
ably better than going to high schooll And that was it-
then I went to cowboying. I was about fourteen or
fifteen, I guess.

How much did they pay, ond what was your jobl

The old days sounds romantic, but it wasn't, it was a

lot of work. That was right around the Depression and
they paid by the day, you'd get anywhere from a dollar-
and-a-half to two dollars, board and room. If you worked
by the month, fifty dollars if you just did straight cowboy

t
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work; sixty dollars if you rode colts. A misconception is

that cowboys rode all the time. Unless you worked for
the bigcompanies, few cowboys did.The others had to
fix fence and put up hay in the summertime. In between
moving the cattle, why, you did other jobs-all manual
labor, seven days a week in the busy season. We could go
to a party in those days, though, with two doliars.

It was a pretty poor existence: Hard work, no money,
you're camped out in the High Sierras. You'd spend
months up there, or else out in rhe desert, and it wasn't
as glamorous as it appears to be. But it was fun, it was a
way of life you don't really see today. And I enjoyed itl
Thought it was great! I rode colts, mosrly, so I got top
pay.

Ali the littie ranches were owned by families, and
when you worked for them you were just like part of the
famiiy. We had a couple of big companies: had A. Brown
Company, and they owned a company store. Onyx
Ranch owned a company store, and ran it just like in
the old days. No payday, all you received was a little
statement from the store saying you'd eamed sixty
dollars that month, and spent twenty-five or thirry in
the store, and you had a running balance of "X" number
of dollars... of which they didn't pay you any inreresr or
anything else. Or never really paidyou, they just carried
it on. That's something nowadays, if you did that every-
body would be upset, because ir's jusr like sharecropping.
You didn't have any money of your own, didn'r have a

payday. But we were happy. Didn't know any betrer. No
unemployment, no workmen's compensation-if you got
hurt, you were on your own.

It was a nice country to live in. Pretty, nice rivers.
Kem River, we used to take catrle up in the High
Sierras, up at the headwaters of the Kern and the south
fork of the Kern. !7e'd swim in rhe rivers. My firsr [river]
experience was there.

Did you like water?

Oh, yeah, the little one-room school at Kemville, at
noontime. . . all we wore then was a shirt and Levis-
you didn't wear any underwear or anything else, a lot of
the boys. !7e'd run like hell-no shoes on, barefoot-
down to the Kern River, swim like frsh all during the
noon hour, then grab our clothes and run back to
school, start putting on our clothes abor-rt the time we
got to school. The teacher would stand in the door and
whack us if we were five, ten minutes latel But it went
on, the same thing. There was probably, oh, thirty or
forty kids in one room. It was real interesting going ro
schooi there.

What took Jou out of that cycle of being a cowbof

Oh, I don't know. I realized there was no future ro ir.
Another fellow and I started down ro Los Angeles to get
on a ship and see the world. Didn't make it, we got kind
of iost dc--rvn there. So rather rhan srarve, I joined the
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Cavalry. At that time, the Cavalry had horses, and it
seemed like an exciting rhing to do. I liked horses, been
with them. So I enlisted in the 11th Cavalry, Presidio,
Monterey, Califomia. I had a cut in pay from 6fty or
sixty dollars down to twenty dollars and seventy.flve
cents. (Really, it's supposed to be twenty-one, but rhey
took a quarter out for the Old Soldiers' Home, which
I've never been able to 6nd yer, don'r know where ir isl)
So it was not much pay, but you rode horses every day.

What year was that? Rightin the middle of the

Depression?

Yeah, lobs were scarce. It gets confusing if you're
trying to get a timetable, because you're here for a while
and there for a while. For example, after a year in rhe
Cavalry I could see no big future there. So I won some
money shooting craps. And in those days, you could buy
your way out of the Army for a hundred and some
dollars. And you had a clothing allowance, you could
use that credit. A hundred and some dollars that I won
shooting craps, I could buy our of rhere, and I did that
and went back to cowboying again.

About the end o{ 1937 ,l tried rodeoing. They gave
me some time off to go down to Bakersfleld to rodeo,
and I won the all.around Kern County Amateur
Championship that year. I rhought I was going to be a
big rodeo riderl But that was the height, the pinnacle-l
didn't realize-righr there. From then on it was all
downhill: I probably got bucked off more times than I
rodel I traveled around and went up the west coasr and
up in Idaho. You'd irrigate potaroes at night ro get
enough money to enter a rodeo, and then rodeo in the
daytime. Starving all the time-one srep from starva-
tion. You had to hitchhike or ger on a train, ride a

boxcar to the next rodeo. A1l you had was spurs and a
bucking rein, a couple of shirts, a pair of Levis.

How long did it take to figure oM the futLLre in thatl

About a year. I wound up in Florida. Went down
there in the wintertime: they were going to have a rodeo
going every weekend for the tourisrs. It sounded like a

good deal. A couple ofus went and found our it was a

fake. So we were broke and in Florida, and that's the
worst thing could happen to a W'esremerl I ligured if I
died, I wanted to fall wesr. So I was walking, had about
two-and.a-half dollars in my pocket. I caught a ride with
a produce truck hauling romaroes back to Fort Worth.
Said he'd give me a ride if I'cl help him drive. And
unfortr-rnately, just how fate's fickle finger will get ro you,
we crossed the line into Alabama, and I gor picked up
speeding with the truck: 47 miles per hour in a 45-mile
zone. So the cop took me to jail. The guy was going to
bail me out, but he didn't. He went on to Texas and left
me there. So I spent ten days in jail in Nokomis,
Alabarna. It was quite an educationl You spend ten days
in a "tank," as they call it, all of you, maybe twenty-five
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or thirty guys all dumped into one bare tank.

For driuing a truck two miles or)er the LimitT

Tl-rat's rightl Weli, all they rvanted -"r,as your body,

because the SheritT would ger paid so much a prisoner to
feed thern. He'd only feed you a little greasy piece of
pork with some black-eyed peas-and he'd make money
on feeding you. Ten days seemed to be the limit they
could keep you without going in front of a judge. I never
went before a judgel I never had anything to say to
anybody-they just pLlt me in therel And the guy said,

"Quit hollerlng, or you're going to stay longer." So you

learned to be nice, and ten days later they let me out.
They'd taken my two-and-half for the kangaroo court.
Kangaroo court there in jail, they'd beat you if you
didn't give them the lnoney you had. All I had was two-
and-a-haif, so I gave it up. I stepped out ofjail, the
deputy took me to the edge of torvn and said, "Don't
con-ie back." I headed west and just started walking and
hitchhiking, got as far as Texas. I would have killed that
guy if I could have found him, but I couldn't find him.

Got on a freight train in Fort Worth, then, and rode
it all the way to Tucson. It was kind of a lou, point, yoLr

know, in your life.

How old were Jou then?

Oh, Christ, must have been somewhere in my teens.

Tl-rat was about 1938, somewhere along in there.
...S7hen this guy left n-re in the jail, he took my bag with
all my clothes, everything. All I had was jr-rst a shirt and

a pair of Levis, and brother, it rvas coldl I came all the
way out west there, and the shirt was hlthy. So I went
down to Drachman's Cleaners and asked them if I could
trade them that shirt it was a good shirt-for a clean

shirt, r,vhich they did. Years later when I was a State
Representative and down at Tucson, [they] rvere having
a little wing-ding for the legislators, trying to sell us on
giving them more money for the university. Drachn-ran

was master of ceremonies, and he was calling us Llp to
take some kind of award. I told hirn, "You know, you

helped rne out here, thirty, fclrtl, years ago, giving me a

clean shirt." I felt it was kind of an achievement,
somehow [frorn being broke to State Representative].

Brit there was supposed to be a job at a dude ranch. i
rr alked and hitchhiked all the way out to the dude
ranch, got there too late, the job was gone. The guy said

he'd t:rke me back into town-one of the dudes-and he

asked me what my problem was, and I told hlm: no
rroney, had been in jail, trying to get home to
C:rlifornia. And he threw thirty dollars-a twenty and a
ten-down in my lap. Said, "Here, go get a bus ticket
and go home." And that kind of stuck with rne all
through iife, that when you get to the bottom like that,
somebody would come akrng and help you. It's really
important, I rnean, to help people once in a while. And
he didn't ask for anything. He said, "Don't worry about
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sending it to me or anything." Of course, I was a littte
hesitant to take it, because I thought he had some ulte-
rior rnotive. Br-Lt I took it anyway. He didn't have a
motive. After gettir-rg a bus ticket and eating a lot in
Tucson, boy, I went homel I was sure happy to get back

up there in the Kern River and punching cows.

Finally, an old coi.vboy that was quite a reader, pretty
sharp guy-he told me, "\7hy don't you go back and get

in the Army, get a commission if you can. Get as rnuch
rank as you can, because if you're going to get killed, you

rnight as well get it as an officer, making mote moneyl"

You could seetMnrklWar II coming/

We1l, he could see it coming. And a loc of us could
after we began talking like that-l wasn't as smart as he

1ar25-f11 after listening to hirn, sure, we could see it
coming, somewhere. We didn't know the exact details,

naturally.

>r*

Naturally. .. the exact details turned out to be prettJ

amaTing. Fred blfifed his tuay back into tlw Ilth Cavalry as

a corporal ( so he wouldn't haue to do k.p.) and begut ut
epic journey that lasted near\ fif teen yecus . When he left tl"te

military he was alieutenant colonel.

The ear\ dals were wild. He went from guarding the

Mexican border as part of a horse troop armed with .45

handgtns (trying to hit silhouette tdrgets ll)hile galloping

abreast in training-in case theJ had to stop a sneak attack

b1 tlrc Japanese) , to a motorclcle squad, then officers' school"

and then to the l]thMountain Di+,ision (ski troop.s who were

sent rc the Apeninnes in ltaly to fight the Germans) . As a

fresh\ minted officer, he' d been ordered to start his own

complinJ of seuenty-five men and two hundred fift1 mules.

That company became the Lifeblood of a regiment fighnng in

countrJ too rugg1ed f or machines . After the war, his cowboy

background followedhim tlwoughout a tour of duty that took

him aLL ouer the world. For the Marshall Plan he supplied

mu\es and horses to Turkel, Greece,Italy and Mexico,

buling them all ouer the midwest, then taking them down the

Mississippl utd across the Mediterranean by ship . Later he

saw Korea and J apat . Finally he mustered out from F ort

Huachuca, Arizona-back into the cotu baslness. But r eall -t,

the aduentures had on\ begun.

He' d been married and diuorced by then, and had two

gown daugl'tters. Somehow , luck and tenacitl helped him
hookhis second wife, Carol, who was a stewardess rhen /or
Western Airlines. Fred proceeded to lose his shirt in tlrc cow

business. Not once , but twice. Along the wa1 he ran f or the

statelegtslature, andwon. ["] don't know why I had this
political bug all of a sudden, but we gotta save humanity.
And I got this bug. I don't know, I just started to run."l
He was summoned to a meeting with the local wheels, who

recommendedhe do exactly whatthe ohJrepresentatiue said

(. . a guy who'd just been beat in a run for the senate after

being Speaker of the House for three rerms). When Fred
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refused, ["Hell no, the people elected me!"] they explained

the situation: Oka1, we'LL just beat Jou next term. Which
they did, by rwming the olA Speaker again.

At the same time I got beat in the fall, it was a pretty
low point, because that's when we had to ship the cattle
to the feed lot. I lost the election, the cattle. . . . Jesus

criminee, we sold them, lost our ass on that-I mean,
wiped us out completely,

So you got whupped in the election, and whupped in the

cow business too!

Whuppedl I mean, whupped in the cow businessl We
owed-Carol didn't know it, but we lost all our money.
All I had was my Army retirement to get by on. I had
cattle out at Eaton Feed Lot then, at McDowell. Old
Ray Eaton owned it. I didn't know him real well, but a

hell of a nice guy. We'd done business with him and we

knew the fellow that ran his feed lot, Shannon
Tomlinson-he'd partnered
with us. But after I paid the
bank off, I owed Ray a feed
bill. I don't know, some-

thing like twenty thousand
dollars. Ray loaned me ten
thousand more without a

note, without anythingl Just
a checkl He said, "Here,
take this back to the bank."
In those days, the Vailey
Bank would margin you
about 90 percent on your
cattie. So ifyou had ten
thousand dollars, you could
buy a hundred thousand
dollars worth of cattle. So I
boughr some morel Just
gritted my teeth and said,

"To hell with ir." !7e
bought some more, and by God, the market turned
around the next spring and we were able to contract
them for June delivery and paid off Eaton, and paid
everybody, but didn't have any more money. We were

living over in the west side of Phoenix, right across from
the Reynolds Plant, Van Buren and Thirty-fifth, and you

read today where Van Buren and Thirty-fifth is. . . .

Man, I mean, it was a tough neighborhoodl You couldn't
even barbecue a steak unless you stood over the top of
your barbecue with a clubl You'd come inside to get

some seasoning, and a guy would swipe your steak by the
time you got back out there again!

I was very depressed during that period, you
could imagine: forty-some years old. . . I went to work in
the feed lot.

After yu'd borrowed this moneyl
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Yeah! Here's a guy that was a State Representative
being wined and dined up in the Arizona Club, peopte

running around blowing smoke up you how great you

are. He's wearing white shirts, sport coats, ties, shoes

shined. Next thing, he's out on West McDowell in a
feed lot, in an old pair of boots, with cow doo-doo up

almost half-way to your knees, slogging around in there
for about flve hundred dollars a monthl I always stunk so

bad when I come back to the apartment, Caroi wouldn't
let me in until I stripped outsidel Do you think that
wasn't a let-down, mentally and everything else?!

The two of them got decent jobs in Phoenix after paying

their debts off , but realll their hearts weren't in it anymore,

atd finnlly they opted for a change of scene.

lWe went north, took a vacation, stopped by Lee's

Ferry on the way down, and the Fish and Game had a
fellow stationed there that used to be a sergeant for me

in the Army. He said, "Hey, there's a good deal coming
uphere...."

Carol Burke: The USGS.
Yeah, "the Geological Survey just built a brand new

house up on the hill there at Lee's Ferry. Nobody's lived
in it. A1l you got to do is measure water." I said, "Heil, I
don't know anything about Geological Survey,

measuring water." He said, "You don't have to know very

much." So, with my connections in the Legislature with
friends that were still there-l didhave some friends...

So you justloaAed up the car and moued to Lee's Feny?

Fred: !7e11, I was kind of going through the "change

of life" then, I think. You know here you are, I'm about
flfty years old and haven't been a success yet-every-
thing's gone to hell. We just wanted to pull back and get

out of the world. Get back in that little hole, tucked
back in there at Lee's Ferry. That's the image you get, if
you think about it next time you're at Lee's Ferry: the
world goes out like this to those cliffs, way out in here,

but you can't see it. You're in here with your back

against the wall. You go back there and lick your
wounds.

Carol Burke: Well, that's when we got to meeting the
early river runners.

Fred; Yeah.

So, going out there, it wasn't like yu were going to

launch this great aduentLlre?

Fred: But see, life is just exactly that way. You don't
know tomorrow what you're going to run into. If you

move around, look around a little bit, you stumble onto
something-just like an old blind sow gets an acornl I
mean, we went up there and stumbled around and found
this acorn. The "acom" was river running.

And the acorn, it tllrns out, was about to explode .

Life was quiet at first. The road in fromMarble Canyon
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was dirt; )ou could see a cctr coming all the wq in by the

dust and there weren't manl of them uqwa1. The water
was wdrm still and dnJtime a boat launched, that was a big
deal. The people who had put the utp in would often stal
and haqLe a cocktail with Fred and Carol. Half the time

they'd lloat the Paria too, in ir-tner tubes just for the hell of it.

Fred: See at that time, as memory serves me, there
was Ted [Hatch]and Georgie [White]and Harris-the
partners [Harris-Brennan]-and Sanderson, Ron Smith.
But they al[ ran jusr one or two trip:.

Carol: Ted was a schoolteacher.
Fred:7t was a poverty thing.
Carol: BilL Diamond was working down in the dam.

Jerry [Sanderson] was a ranger.

Fred: We1l, a policeman for the Bureau of
Reclamation ln Page. Ron Smith, I forget what he was

doing in Salt Lake, but Sheila was working up there in
the office.

Carol: So this was a sideline for everybody. Nobody
had a warehouse.

Fred: And they'd just come in and stay a day or two,
and go. There was clean out (whistles)-nothing.

Carol: Our lirst trip n-rust have been about 1966.

Fred; Ted just said, "Why don't you run a boat? You

foLlow Dennis Massey." I said, "l don't know how to run
a boatl" Hell, I'd never even run an outboard. He said,

"W'e11, just follou, Dennis." That's rhe way we did things
in those days. Go do itl You think you can do it, do it.
So I didl

That was lour second nip?

Fred: Second time. I'd been down once, but I didn't
know anything the firrt time.

Your first trip, what, was that like/
Carol: Oh, it was greatl The weather was great.

Fred: Great trip, great trip.
How mcmy boats?

Carol:7t was low water: loq loc, water...
Fred: Two or three boats.

Carol: ...and I remember Ron Smith had a boat in
front of us, and Ed Abbey was on that boat. That's the
way he got startecl out: on motorized trips too.

His first utpl
Fred: Yeah. Keep this in mind too: at that period of

time, everybody ran motors. You didn't see rowboats. I
can't remember anybody. . . . As a matter of fact-now, I
won't say the dories weren't running-but ] can't
remember them going down. If they dld, they only made

about one trip, but maybe they did that summer, I don't
know. I wouldn't argue that point with Martin. But
nobody had these little rowboats. Everybody was happy
going on the big boats. Wasn't any of this baloney boat
business, wasn't all that negative stuff. But the Sierra
Club came up, like I said, this one trip fFred's firsr rime

running a boatl, which was just like the rest of them, was

a l-rundred and twenty-{ive people, with thirteen boats.
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Now, Ted gave rhem a cur, I rhink, of-10 percenr
strikes my mind that they got for selling the trips for
him. They made a bundle. This was just one trip, but he

was taking seq.,eral o{ them, a lot of them.
Are these mulaple-boat, hundred and twentl people nipsl
Fred: Thirteen boats at one timel One flotillal Going

down through Marble Canyon, thirteen boats, one
behind the other. I thoughr it looked kind of prettyl
Myself, looking back, I thought, "God, isn't that nice?
Look at them going woo, woo, woo."

Carol: Like a horse trainl
Fred: Yeah, just cruising down there. We could only

camp at certain camps that had to be real big camps

down there-oh, not Furnace Flats, br-rt up above there a

little bit, there's one on the left. See, there wasn't all the
tamarisk in there then-it was sand. And there was a

greatbig, horrendous camp there.
But the first one yu did quas two or three boats?

Fred: Yeah, trvo I think.
And who were the boatmen?

Fred: Oh, Dennis and. . . . Oh, the crazy guy.

Dean Agee!
Fred: No, before him.
Carol: He was an amateur boxer.
both Carol and Fred: I can't think of his name.
Fred: But Agee went later. Agee was on the big trip.

He's the one that got hung up in Hance. \7e11, you're
getting ahead of yourself. The point is, if you're talking,
in a sense, history, the point is that the Sierra CL-rb

came in and were happy to allow these big trips to gcr

down and get the money for it, and that's the same

money that they tumed around and starting hghting us

with later on.
But. . . w as Marble C an1 on D am alr eadl whupped when

they started running these big trips? You meal they weren't

fighting the dam?

Fred: Yeah.

The dam issue was ouerl
Fred: Yeah.

The point of running the trips was to get the money?

Fred: The dam fight was over in the 26th
Legislature-l believe it's the second session-you can
historically find it by writing the House of
Representatives and asking them... and that's when it
was over, because we [the State of Arizona] gave them

khe U.S. government] the permit [to build Marble
Canyon Daml back rn7964.

But. . . I thought that all those big trips were going on

right in the middle of that, and you're safing thel begur later

on?

Fred: Oh, no, the big trips didn't start until the end,
because Ted wasn't running that much.

Earll sixties?

Fred: No, no, no, Ted wasn't running that much.
I guess rhe rhing I'm trying ro ger. . . .
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Fred: Ready was that guy's namel
Corol; Uh-huh, Ready.

Fred: Ready, that was the boatman.
Okay, so the moaue of the Sierra Club wasn't so much

political as it was economic? For running these big trips?

Fred: Economic, sure.

Carol: Well, I think they all discovered you could run
through the Grand Canyon, and they just wanted a trip,
strictly for fun.

Fredr But you have to remember that the way the
Sierra Club, the lil/ilderness Society, and all these orga-
nizations make their money is, they have to have
controversy. They can't say, "we fought this dam and
won," and kick back. They gotta keep something going,
or they'd be out of business. But they did . . . The worst
trips, the worst damage on the ecology in that Canyon
were done by the Sierra Club in those days, because

every poor practice that's since been corrected, they
were doingl

All the cooking was done on woodl
Fred: Sure.

Anl toilets were.

Carol: The biggest rock nearest the beach. So behlnd
the rock got a little bad.

Fred: Yeah, Mile 75, that whole long riarrow strip of
sand there was always full of toilet paper.

Carol: And Bass Camp.
So the camps were generalll lots dirtier than they are

now?

Carol; Yeah.

Fred: But you know what people overlook, and I
don't think they shoull overlook it: because you can
blame the river runners all day long, and you can blame
these owners, or you can blame the boatmen-whatever
you want to do-but therealbknne should rest right on
the Park Service. Because the Park Service sat there and
watched these things happening, ar.d didn't do a dcmur

thing to stop it.
Carol: Oh, three to four yearsl

Fred: Everything that was done to correct it and
make it better was done on the initiative of the
people-l'll call them "people," because owners and
boatmen, throwing them together, we started to clean
our own act up. Not the Park Service.

Now let's get off that and go back and talk some

more about starting out.
So euerybody . . . Ted was down there, and he just had

some equipment tLlrown in there, andhe wasn't a bigtime
operaaon at first and nobody else was either?

Carol: That's the way everybody ran. Now, Don and
Ted were together at that time-Don Hatch and Ted.

You gttls da this fust trip md Readl and Dennis Massey

are the boafinen. What did those giuys lctok like, ond what
were thq like?

Fred: !7e11, they looked just like anybody else as a
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boatman. Massey was a really good boatman.
Carol: He was the best boatman of his time.
Fred: See, he'd been a boatman for Ted up in Utah,

and he was, in my opinion, one of the best boatmen ever
on the river. If he had stayed longer he would have
absolutely been head and shoulders [above the rest]. He
really could read water, he knew what he was doing, trery

athletic-he'd been a wrestling champion-and I had
complete confidence in him. I followed him down there
in water so low-that guys are bitching about now, it's
terrible they can't run it and everything else. I followed
him down, not knowing anJthing, with all the confidence
in the world, and never had any trouble-well, a ding
here and there. And broke a few boards. \7e had board
frames then, you rememberl And you'd go over a rock,
your board would split. You'd have to have a brace and
bit, pick up a piece of driftwood and drill some holes in
it and tie it back on again to the outfit and go on.

V/ere there side tubes on the boats then?

Fred: No side tubes. Outside rigs with the two-by-
sixes coming back and hanging over the back end. The
early boats had the rubber, the neoprene floor. You had
to bail. It was a birchl The boat would get so heavy, you

couldn't turn it. It was all full of crud and crap and
everything else when you'd get down to the bottom.

You're getting a little bit ahead of yourself, though, I
think, in a way, because 6rst you've got to back up a
httle bit. \ffe're talking about Ted Hatch, in a sense, but
everybody-Ron [Smith], [Don] Harris-they all pretty
much ran the same kind of boat. It was typical, same

kind of frame then.
Everybody used a twenty-horse motor?

Fred: They used a twenty-horse, with an outfit
hanging over behind. And as I say, I don't remember

many rowboats. Everybody was using pretty much the
same frames. Everybody was just hand-to-mouth. Jerry
Sanderson had practically nothing. Ron Smith came all
the way down from Salt Lake in a pickup and a trailer.

You know, in those days. . . . like Sanderson's were

working for salaries. And this was a part-time thing with
them, getting this started. They had no backing, no
money. They never, to my knowledge, never had any
money.

Carol: He'd have to take his vacation time to run it.
Fred: Ron [Smithl, the same thing: no money back of

him. He just generated and poured his money back in,
and poured his money back in. And he did that for years

and years. Rather than pay taxes, he was buying eqr-rip-

ment, equipment, equipment. That's why he had so

much equipment over there, so many new motors and
things. But he had nothing to start with.

See, all of us, you've got to think too) we weren't
businessmen, per se. 'V7e were river runners, and the

conlinued on page 27
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$ t's no secret that one of the goals of the late

ffi March Habitat/Beach Building Flow is to rede-
&posit the Canyon's beaches. But that's only part of

the story. The overreaching objective of this experiment
is to restore the dynamic disturbance to our river system,
to bring into balar-rce the processes that shaped the river
corridor and all of the flora and fauna that evolved in
concert with it. We want to restore the lost deposition
processes to the river.

What goes up, must come down.
Any river system not constrained by sheer rock walis

settles into a dynamic equilibrium. That state depends

on the pattern, range, and magnitude of the river's flows

and the amount of sediment available to work with. In
our case, dam operations determine the flows and, at
least in Marble Canyon, the Paria River determines the
sediment available. The beaches are one of the physical
indicators of that equilibrium state. For any set of flows
the processes of erosion and deposition wi.l1 balance one
another over time. Therefore, when we increase the
amount of sand above the water, one of the natural and
anticipated results is erosion.

A Dynamic Process
"Dynamic" implies change, and change we should

expect. The only way [o protect the beneficial deposi-
tion of the 45,000 cfs wouid be to maintain releases at
that level-that wouldn't help the camping much.
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\7hen the water drops, we can expect large and notice-
able erosion initially, until equilibrium is approached.
Erosion itself isn't the concern, its understanding how
it's happening and r,vhere it's going that's important.
That's where we can heip.

More up than down
As the system adjusts to the lower post-flood levels,

cut banks will form; in some places large sections of
beach will quickly return to the river. The rate of
cutting will decrease with time leaving more beaches

and sand. The long-term goal is to find the most effec.
tive flows that will deposit sand and then maintain those
deposits. (Unfortunately, due to high lake level and high

snow-pack this spring, we are anticipating flows of
close to 20,000 all summer. In turn, we expect
greater erosion that we would have had with a

1ower, more typical summer. C'est la vie)This
dynamic system must be monitored closely over
the next few months and we'rre got to be there to
watch it and take note.

So what happened?
Over the next several months Grand Canyon

River Guides will be collecting the guides' obser-

vations of what happened during and after the
March Beach/Habitat Building Flow. Your short
term observations are important, but equally as

valuable are your repeated observations
throughout the season. Is a beach missing in
August that you camped on in July? Did a beach
that calved in in April rebuild at a lower leve1 in
June?

GCRG has come up with several questions;
researchers have added more. lJse these questions to get
an idea of what sort of observations we're looking for.
There are a lot more questions that we haven't thought
of. Ask them. Answer them. Please.

You can use this 4-page tear-out form to send in data
or just sent in notes. The important thing is to write ir
down and get it to us. And that you continue to note
further changes over time and send that in as well. Exact
location of the beach is critical information of course; so

is the date and approximate river level. &
Thanks-

l

TomMoody



Sand and Beaches
. W'here was significant sand deposited where there was none before?

o Were some of the beaches restored that had suffered from recent side-canyon flash-floods? 
.Where? 

Which ones weren't?

o \fhere did sand start eroding immediately?

. V/hy is it eroding (wave action, river flow, eddy flow, motor wake, foot traffic, other)

o Did you see any significant events (massive calving...)? V4len and where? What seemed to be causing it?

o W{here are there stable, non-eroding beaches?

. $7hat beaches or sites were removed or severely eroded as a result of the flood?

o S7ere new beaches more steep or less steep than before the flood? Did the slope change over time?

o Are there any perched beaches where there were none before? (High beaches with an abrupt drop to the river)

o What observations can you make about the process of beach building and erosion?

I-{abitats
o Where have you noticed new backwaters (long, finger-shaped fjords of water that reach around in and behind beaches),

old backwaters or changes in the shape of backwaters? (Especially around the Little Colorado)

I-

o Have you noticed signi6cant deposition of sand nr loss of vegetation in marsh habitat?



i

t

r Did you notice signifrcant removal or change in beach vegetation?

. Did some areas of new sand colonize with plants while others didn't? \7here?

. Did cottonwood trees that moved into the river corridor since '9L survive? \7here and where not?

o Have you had better or worse luck fishlng at your favorite spots? Any other fish observations of note?

o Did you notice triburary mouths being frlled in? Scoured?

Rapids
' Did you see changes in any of the rapids? (especially those that have changed since the last high water in '86-Lava, Crystal,

Bedrock, Z4-mile, others... )

. Specifically, what changed?(Shape, run, rocks, dif6.cu1ty...) Be specific.

. Did you encounter any water related problems during the flood?

Well?
o What benefits did you see from the flood flow?

o \Uhat problems did the flood flow cause?

o Do you think the flood flow was a good idea, or bad? \Uhy?

o What do you think would have made it work better?

Send your observations to: Flood Survey, GCRG, P.O. Box l934,Flagstaff, AZ 860A2
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wives did all the work about figuring things out-we
didn't figure things out. We didn't charge, I don't think,
everything that we should have in our build up of the
price of our trip.

Carol: We couldn't have, we were just getting
startedl Everybody was the same way.

You said that the wiues "ran the show." tX/hat's that
mean?

Corol: Kept the books, did all the correspondence.
Did the menu. That was important. Did a lot of the
shopping. Did cooking for things that had to be cooked
ahead of time; like you'd do a beef stroganoff--and we

tried to make it as simple as possible, because the
boatmen-that's the way I always felt about it, the
boatmen worked hard all day, and I didn't feel like. . . .

Fred: Hell, they didn't know how to cook anyway.

Carol: We1l, that's true. But we cooked, iike beef for
a beef stroganoff, so all they had to do was warm it up

and add what they needed to it. We did all thar ktnd of
stuff, and we helped pack. We met the passengers-the
wives almost always met the passengers.

Fred: Behind every company. . . .

Carol: Washed the sheets, when we started that.
Fred: June Sanderson, Pat Hatch, Sheila Smith...
Carol: Vicki with Dave Mackay.
Fred: Dave Mackay's Vicki, Jack Curry's...
Carol: Betty... Everybody.
Fred: Gay Staveley's Joan. Every one of them were

instrumental in starting the companies. I seriously ques-

tion whether some of the companies would euer have
gotten starred, if ir hadn't've been for the wives doing it.

Carol; When we'd write a passenger back-we were
always so thrilled to get a passenger-that we'd write
back a separate typed letter to each passenger. There
were no /orms other than equipment forms, things like
that. But the correspondence was typed on a manual
typewriter.

Vlhnt did )ou gt4)s think of the business prospects then?

Fred: I don't think any of us, for some reason or
another, even Ted. . . thought it was going to last. We
some way thought it was going to be a flash in the pan
and as soon as it caught up with us, the Park was going
to shut us down. Now, theret some premonition that we

had, because we've been on the verge of that ever since
it started. And I think we jusr had that feeling. See,

until Kennedy went down, you didn't have political and
public opinion behind you for river running. There were
just people running, so it would have been easy for them
to shut it down, then. Once it got started, though, then
everybody wanted to go. So all the pressure was on them
to let us keep going. And there were some people-
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you'd hesitate to use their names, because that doesn't
look right, maybe, but it's hard to do it without it. But
some were more mercenary than others. some were
stricrly-well, you got to say what it is, because it's sdll
that way. They wanted to push people down: the bigger,

the faster boats they could get down there, the better.
And then people started, slowly. . . . Some of them
would take Boy Scouts down-f,fty, sixty Boy Scouts at a
time. But slowly then, they began to realize that it was

going to last longer and they'd better start developing
some prototypes to go on into the future. Ron Smith was

one of the leaders, developing those aluminum boats. He
was progressive, I think, in what he did. Unfortunately,
though-and I thlnk it's erery unfortunate over a period
of time-unfortunately, about that same time, he got
together with some of the environmentalists, the
Whiteheadsor....

Craigheals!
Fred: Some kind of heads. He got together with

them, and they got on this kick of rowing.
But see, here's another thing: going back again, while

we're on that subject-l'll get off it, but just to finish
up-!ilhen they finally decided they'd better set the
limit on it, quotas, because it was starting to build up so

fast, they came out with a documsnl-i1'5 probably in
this historical file someplace of Carol's-and it said the
quotas are going to be based on several factors. One of
them, of course, was prior usage, and then it was the
type of trip, equipment, the financial resources, and
everything else jumped in together that you would think
would come out of a financial offrce as a requirement for
a contract or something like that. Fine and dandy! But
they never did a thlng about really looking at your
equipment, the way you ran trips, getting any informa-
tion from the passengers-they didn't do any of that.
They arbitrarily went down- they did use some historical
data, but they went down the line and gave quotas based

on numbers alone. There's where they went wrong.
Now, gosh, again, I hate to use any names, but the guys

that were most mercenary, in a sense, were rewarded
with this big quota they got. The smaller companies-
and there were other smaller companies besides us that
were taking good trips, and wouldn't take the big ones-
they were penalized for that. And there is where the
Park went wrong. Now, if they'd done it right, they
could have slowed down a lot of that trouble later on,
see. They could have still left the big ones to be the
biggest, but not as big as they were, and not rewarding
them for those big fast trips they'd taken down.

But wait, we're gettrng ahead of ourselues again... There

was fust a maglcal time-late '60s, eoily '71s-when
nobody took any of that stuff personalb. The acornhad
already exploded. Pain and suffering was just arowtd the

bend, but all most boatmen realll saw were blue skies wtd

f
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wide open spaces. You were sall pretty much setting out in
cauered wagons euery time you shoued off . You and euery-
body with )ou were leauing town and "lighting out for the

terntory," a place where you coull" drink out of the nuer, find
alittle fuewood to cook dinner on, say goodbye to the 20th
centwJ.

At Carol's urging, the Bwkes h,el" sold the best painting
they had ail jumped into the riuer business. The painting
wasn't enough, so theJ hnd to rope some stockholders in as

w ell, among which w er e the Moo d1 md ReTnick f anilie s .

The new conlputy was called Arizona Riuer Run:ners (and it
cpas no coincidence that yolutg Tom Moody and Pete Renrick
later becane two of ARRt top boatmen) . The very first trip
the company ran, though, another boaunan got in trouble
pulling out of Hauasu and dropped a brand new motor
suaight to the bottom. Two trips later, the lwrse uailer
hauling most of their equipment caught fire in Seligmm on
the dnue home ard burnt to a crisp . I'l o mauer. They kept
going.

From Day C)ne they did something almost no one else

did. Prouided their whole crew with free room andbooil all
slurlmer. Paid for riging days. Paid their swampers . ['!7e11,
because they were workingl They should be paid for
what they do. Now, can't pay them a lot, but you should
pay them something. Can't expect them to do it for free.
Another thing, you want to keep a swamper on trip after
trip. He's supposed to be building up to where heb a
boatman sometime, and keep him with the organizarion
if he's any good. If you just keep giving freebies to go

down one trip, and then they're gone, that puts a load
on the boatmen,"]

From Day One they set out to do right by eqterlbodl-
took care of all their people as well they did the crew. Met
euery trip onboth ends. Knew everybody's ncune. Gaue good

deals to people from all over, united by just a couple of
cornmon denominators-a thirst for aduenture, tlw willing-
ness to Dut up with a little hmdship . The trip cost 350 bucks
and that counted dinner and a motel room dt each end. The
people who celne were wuck drivers wtd schoolteachers,

libr mims, nw ses, carpenter s, milkmen, ( stewardesses ! ),
stock contractors , fry cooks , college coaches , ex-pro linemen,

Jou n&me it. They came from east, west, north, south, all
points inbetween.

Pretty soon the Bwkes leftLee's Ferry andbought
Vermilion Cliffs, where the good ames rolled. In its heyday

V.C. was home to tlwee different companies, (and seqeral

boatmen from Hatch, wlich was just down the road) . The

nedrest permarcnt link to the outside world was the payphone

atBitter Springs-clear across the riuer. The onll immediate

communication qt)as a mobile phone out in al old GMC
pickup, wired up to the horn instead of a ringer. Euery time a

call ca ne in the horn went off, and that horn neuer did quit
honking. All three ouffits-ARR, Harris Tiips, ond Moki
MacJidbusiness from the front seat of that tuck.

They ran a little bar in the half of the building that wasn't
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giuen ouer to dry goods for the river companJ, and every

night during the main season the place was jam-packed with
allkinds of craTy chcwacters in there whooping andhollering

from euery computy, cduse next day they were going dnwn
the riqter! There'dbe fifty people euery night, wild,est charac-

ters imaginable. You might never see half of them again but if
you liued there (in one of the wings to tlw side) you could go

off down the riuer for a week or two utd.leave yow door

unbcked and a hundred dollm bilt sitnng on top of your
dresser- cutl neqter worrJ once that it might not be there q,uhen

you gotback. Nobody euer locked a car door. There were

guitars galore and pool games after dinner wtd colmtrJ songs

on the jukebox, beautiful women euerywlwre in cutoff jeans.

Up at the Burkes' trailer, Corol cooked tlwee meals a day

cmd fed not just the ARR crew, but anybody else who
happened along too. The place was like ut outpost on the

frontier- the nuer was the promised lanl.- gold in them thar

hills- cmd the outside worl.d", bursting with tagedy andhope,
cuas qerJ far away.

F or all but a uery few , the gold haA little to do with
monej. h wrc much more thltlt that, actually. . . aduentwe

and indescribable beauty and a huge l<nock on the head,

regardtng yollr own life md the scant time you had here. The

real goll was a method of keeping score that was totally

foreign to Madison Auenue.
Somewhere past the disnnt horizon- out there a million

miles away -the war inVietnwn wound down. President

Nixon called it quits. The counwy suffered a spasm of opti-
mism.

Closer to home, somebody had. a vision.
The motor u. rowing deal wasn't al ugb idea. It just

cwne along tenibly late was all; after a great big nain hnd

long since left the sntion (md built up a lot of steam) . It
penciled-out quite differently in the minds of different people,

arl" in no time at all, it split the riuer worll. asunder. ARR
wa$ no excepaon. The dunned idea was abrick wall waiting
on the tracks at the botnm of along steep hill. YoungMoody
and Reatick thought it might be pretty cool to row dories, of
all things. To Fred, who sat down and ran the nwnbers on it
right away, it made no sense at all. The obstocles were

economic, loglsnc, emotional. They'd inq,ested seueral hard
years refining one set of equipment and one program that
worked fine already ctnd was only just poised to pay for itself .

Rowing cost too much, took too lang, was suspect for little
ol.dladies urd young children. To an ol.d colonel in charge of
supply lines and deliwery s)stems, the ouerall trffic flow on

the riuer didn't adl. up at all, either . You' d have a solid line of
little boats from Lee's F erry to the lake . The absolute worst ,

though, was the sanctimonious air so many of the rowing
aduocates took. The snot-nosed sonsabitches md stuffed-shirt

"enqtironmentalists" came on so strong, and so holier-than-

thou on it all, it about mnl"e you puke to listen to them.

Especially since "domg good" wos a racket for so manl of
them too. Making this shift either woulln't cost them a cent,

or they stood to gain from it some wal themselues.
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There was a big hoopla about it, for stne. The researchers

did tlrcir studies andlearned whateuer they wanted to. The
pundits beat their breasts. The poliacians wauered in the

wind. The Park leaned into it and puslted on tlwougfi the

storm. Down on the riuer, rhings gor rcnse. People snubbed

each other nght and left. It definitely wasn't pretty.
In the end, after ahuge andbitter battle, alittle group of

outfitters, including Fred, packed their bags and went to

Washington, got ahold of one of the bigboys back there, and
put the thing to bed. The argtment that won the day was:
elirisr q,,s. the commonman.

Somehow, once the dust settled, the ouerall runnbers had
gone up sipificantly.

Fred: k strictly amazes me that we were able to get

that through. But we spent a lot of money trooping back
there, staying several days or a week and going from
office to office to office to try to get supporr or ar least
somebody that would listen to our position. We were up
against the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, and
several other organizations, and it was a pretty tough
row to hoe. And every time we had a general meering of
all of the river runners, there was definite animosity
between the people that rowed and people that had
motors. It just changed the complexion of the whole
river running from a fun, outdoor vacation, nice busi-
ness, to a sort of bitter, just dog.against-dog sort of an
operation.

I believe that now in the years passed since we
resolved that-that has wom off, and I think the
companies are proving they can run together and get

along together and not have this business of flashing the
finger at each other as they pass and passengers hollering
derogatory remarks back and forth. And everybody can
get together and start enjoying the Canyon. The argu-
ment of what is the best trip is open for so much debare:
I mean, a small boat, or a large boat-what is the right
way? Because a quality trip to one person is not neces.
sarily a quality trip to another person. There should be
something down there {or all of the people to enjoy. So
it's my hope that this fight is over.

There's no argument, I think-you're a young
f-ellow-to row a boat and drift along with three or four
passengers. You've got more crew, more help, yor-r can
take tums cooking. It's understandable that rhe boatmen
would like it. The boatmen were nor interested in the
monetary aspect of it. Their salaries were down, the
rowers weren't getting paid the money the motorboat
people were, for one thing. And then, it's expensive to
take the rowing trips: they're longer, you have to charge
more. I don't really think the boatmen ever considered
the outfitters' position in it. There wasn't the feeling, in
those days, so much of a camaraderie that we're all in
this together. . . Now, today, there's boatmen now that
are more mature, they're looking at the big picture,
where if the outfitter is successful, they can be too. They
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[the boatmen] should have health insurance. They
should have all kinds of [benefits] that any other
working person in the United States is supposed to have,
or should have. The argument where they only have four
people to the boat, therefore they can't pay a boatman
so much, isn't really valid. Your boatman is worth so

much money, and his time is worth so much money, and
whether he's overseas or stateside or rowing or motoring,
his time is worth something and he should be paid a

commensurate salary for it. But they really weren't
concerned. Look at your boatmen. We're talking ten and
fifteen years ago, most of them were a lot younger. They
didn't think about the future. They were rhinking about
fun.

I don't think we thought the future was going to get here

this fast!

\Well, they're specialists, really. More is required from
them than in most occupations. I mean, when you think
they have to be a boatman, they have to be a guide,
understand medical, they have to be able to cook, have
to know the psychology of their passengers, keep their
disposition in hand. Really, when you think about it, it's
a pretty tough job, and the outfitters would be way
ahead to start thinking of the future, and some of these
people startreally trying to take care of them for the
long run. If they want to stay on the river, try to help
them set up a savings program, set up some way that in
the future they'll be all right, and also use them to train
yolrnger boatmen.

Youlutow, it's funny, the way the quota slstem came in,
the user-dny s)srem. . . We do haue a system that rewards

the big, the fast, and all that, and I wonder why that is,
within the gouernment! Do the numbers just look better to
them too?

!7ell, you come right down to it, river running crept
up on them pretty fast. It wasn't a big deal-there were a

lot more things to worry about up on the rim of the
Canyon, and in other parts too, than the people going
down the river, and how many, unless they were pres-

sured into it. The high-level people didn't give it, I don't
think, enough deep thought ro see thar. I rhlnk there is

no reason in the world why they can't control it today-
cut back and get it under control. They very sirnply can
convert the user-day concept to a people concept, and
count the people. Now, we're getting figr-rres of, say,

twenty-five thousand a year, when there shouldn't be

that many going down the river. The quota was set in
1972, it was raised about 1985. In 1985 it was raised

about a hundred user.days a company, which is not a

great big raise. But whatever it is, it should stay the
same, whenever you convert that into people. Now, if
the Park really wants to do it, they should go back and
say, "Alright, the user-day concept. . . ." which came out
of thin air, never had any background discussion or
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anything on it, it was just reached at and grabbed. They
should go back and study, give it thought, to going to
people days. Then you start out with so many people at
Lee's Ferry. Ifyou exchange at Phantom Ranch, you
cannot exchange more than you had on the boat coming
in. You cannot exchange more at \il/hitmore than you
had coming in. Therefore, there's "X" number of people
going down the river, and it's just as simple to look at as

day and night.
I'm concemed about the future, because people won't

let it alone. They keep it in a turmoil all the time. Like
they say, you can't discuss it now that you won't be able
to sell your company. There's no logical reason you
shouldn't be able to sell your company. I just don't get
the point. You've got a company that's run historically
good and somebody else wants to buy it, the owner
wants to quit, why should he be forced to hang onto it
to the bitter end? His investment has taken him years to
get to where he is. Personally, I think they'd be better off
in the long run to encourage merging the companies-
not cutting them out, but merging them. How you do it,
I'm not real sure, how you'd have to force them to do it.
But merge the companies so you had fewer to control,
for one thing. Too, the companies would be larger and
able to take better care of their boatmen, pay them a

larger salary, offer them better benefits. And another
thing, they could plow money back into the Canyon
better if you had larger companies, than some of these
little companies that are just borderline.

You know, I jwt wonder if you get the quality that wa1 . I
mean, I look at the way you guys operated. . . .

'!7ell, I think quality is in the eye of the owner. If he
wants quality, he can get it whether he's small or large.

Thke, for example, let's pick on one of the big companies
and say, okay, you got the owner or manager to watch for
quality, one of them has a local manager that's in charge
to watch for it, they have people in the warehouse,
people fixing/preparing the food, they have facilities,
freezer facilities, ice facilities-they have everything in
the world to make a good quality trip. Now a smaller
company, he strains, he has to buy his ice, he has to
pack his food in smaller quantities and it costs him
more. He doesn't have the managerial help to spread

himself out. I think, personally, I guess if I was in the
Park Service, I'd be tougher. It would be a requirement
that top management would visit a certain percent of
their trips at the end of every trip and interview the
passengers. I personally think that's more important than
putting them on. And I think rhat's somerhing that
either... Now, you might argue the point, say owner or
manager, It's f,ne for the manager in a large company to
go be there-he should, definitely, once in a while-but
the owner also, I don't care how big he is, should also be

required to go down there and stand on the beach and
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watch when his boatman comes in, and say to the
people, "l'm Joe Blow, how did you like your trip? How
was your boatman? Do you have any comments?" look at
his equipment, look at the way the people react to the
boatman, and that would help the quality of the trip, in
the long run.

I wish you could sit down with the Park Service, with
not more than, say, two or three people, like the superin-
tendent and a couple, three more-somebody like
Crumbo, maybe, [NPS ranger, Kim Crumbo] that really
knows the river, somebody else-and sit down with
them in a room and just really discuss and spend as

much time as we've spent today, putting this thing out,
just rolling up your sleeves and talking about different
ways this could be improved. Some of them you would
cast aside, but open the door to everything-not neces-

sarily with the idea that everything has to be more regu-
lations or anything like that. Maybe you change it. Not
that things are set in cement, the user-day concept
shouldn't be set in cement. Neither should it be set in
cement that you use helicopters at lThitmore. You may
want to reconsider that. The whole concept of the park,
the whole operation, is begging to have somebody sit
down and talk about it. Maybe have a boatman or two
on this group and a couple of owners and somebody
outside that's oat of the business. I don't know. Maybe
somebody representing the passengers. But just- not one
of these big mass meetings like you and I went to [1993
Constituency Panel] where the privates are in there and
you're talking about who's bull is getting gored, and who
did what to who, who got on a beach first and wouldn't
let the other guy on, and all that kind of piddly crap.
Get down to the basic things of what we want to do:
protect the Canyon, we want to limit the number of
people who can go through there, we want to have a
q,tality trip, and never mind these little crumbs on the
sand for a while. Get off that kickl Just see if you can't
self-police enough to make it go. They don't need
policemen down there writing tickets for crumbs on the
beach!

But I think we've just about expired ourselves, for
today. There may be some other things you want to
discuss later, and I'd be happy to go to it, but I think,
let's make this history.

History it is. A brief footnote: when the U.S. Coast
Guard got into the art kLst fall, the uruunghero who punched

in /or GCRG for days on end was FredBurke. Fredknew
right where to go, who to call, what to say. He hung tough

all the way.
Het sold thz compony, but he ad Carol keep &n eye on

us all still, utd remain interested members of the fanily. Fred

at first gkmce might not seem like a romantic figure for the

times. But a surprisingnwnber of people who comment on

the ric)er in the 90s bemowr the relative absence of ow two
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best fighters: Maran Litton and Fred

Burke. How coul.d. you lump those

to,)ro together? It's hard to explain,

but somehow it works... of all the

people we'ue interviewed for the

Riuer Runners Oral History Proiect,
three peas in a pod come to mind:
Fred,Mortin, andBamy
Goldwater. Three full speed ahead,

damn the torp e do es, tell-it-Like -it-is
kind of guys who, when Jou think
abouc it, are monuments to the

countr) at her best... Joungsters
who marched off to the uucible of
W\Y/ U long ago when the chips were

down and, sullenly, it was all so

simple. It's hiktrious to thinkhow
unprepared thel were in the begtn-

ning. Look, there's Fred galloping

around with his .45 on the Meican
border; andMartin on patrol, flying
up and down the coast of Califomia
two d.ays after Peoil Harbor, when

the entire on-duty Air Force, for a

moment, was just him and one other
pilot in two ricketl little planes with
one machine gun that barely

worked, defending the homeland

while the country caught its breath.
It'll neter be that simple again.

We may not see thnt Gol.dwater,

Litton, Burke kind of absolute confi-
dence or moral certainty again,

anytime soon.

Fred's a fighter, and pushed into
a corner, with his back against the

wall twenty Jears ago, he was a

force to be reckoned with. Right now
though, for a forty -y ear-old boatman

looking the other way (forward)

what resonates most about Fred is

kinda comforing: Euery time he fell,
he got back up. And, euen at fifty-
five, the game wasn't. close to being

ouer. It cras srill jut beginning.

Lew Steiger

qsr
1a

Rod Nash
continued from page I

of the other world, and I began to live a kind of schizophrenic life: city and
wilderness, balancing two environmental extremes. ] was so immersed in the
urban environment, that popping out of it in the summer was extraordinary fclr
me.

When I was eighr years old I went into the Grand Canyon, down the Bright
Angel Tiail on a mule r.vith my father. I remember the trip very clearly. \il/e

rode down and had an orange at Garden Creek, and when I was down there
last summer on a private river trip, I went to the same

rock that I remember sitting on when I was eight years

old. It hadn't changed as much as I had! I went back to
camp on the Coconino Plateau when I was eleven and
twelve and walked across the Grand Canyon from North
Rim to South, and the next year from South Rim to
North. It was a mind-altering trip for a city kid. It
opened my eyes to a lot of things.

I tried to stay in touch with wild country, and was

able as a freshman at Harvard Universitl, in 1957 , to flnd
a job in Grand Teton National Park with Jackson Lake
Lodge which just opened. And it was there that I began

to run rivers. The lodge manager had a couple of surplus

inflatable boats in a crate with military instructions still
on them: how to mount machine guns on the tubes, land
on the beachheads and storm Iwo Jima. This was, of course, the time when
Georgie \7hite began to run the Colorado. Nobody was running rivers-I think
135 people ran the Grand Canyon all year in 1957. So I went out and ran the
Snake River through Jackson Hole which is now a very popular scenic float,
run by tens of thousands of people every summer. The lodge manager said,
"Anyone here know anything about boatsJ" I'd done some {ishing and canoeing
and I said, "l know a little." And he said, "1Vhy don't you open these crates and
see what we got in here and maybe we can {igure out how to take our guests olrt
on the river." The rafts were twenty-two-fcrot bridge pontoons, I believe. We
rigged 'em up and started to do some exploratory runs on the Snake River.
There were bridges, and I remember at those bridge abutments, there were
about four or live of 'em and you kinda had to get the boat straight to run
between 'em and that was a big scare. !(l'e eventually got to the point we were
ready to take some guests out, and I recall walking through the hotel dining
room saying "Anybody want to run a river?" And they said "What do you
mean?" Remember, this was 1957.

Steiger: So, now... you're a student at Harvard?
Nash: I'rn a student at Harvard, escaping to the lWest in the summers.

Steiger: You're how old?
Nash: Nineteen. So, that's where I got started. Then I kinda put the rivers

aside and got married and had a couple of kids, and earned a Ph.D. in history.
I graduated from Harvard in 1960, and began graduate studies in American

cuitural intellectual history at the University of lTisconsin. I completed my
Ph.D. there rn 7964. My dissertation was, in large part, Wilderness and The

AmencanMind, a book that was published rn 1967.
This was a fortuitous time for a book about wilderness to appear. The

\Tilderness Act, establishing the National Wildemess Preservation System, was

passed in 1964. The !7ild and Scenic Rivers Act was 1968, the Grand Canyon
dam battle was hot; the decision to ban dams in the Canyon was made in 1968.

This was the height of 1960s environmentalism, and Wilderness mdThe
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American Mind just fitted right in. People tumed to it for
arguments to preserye wildemess.

Steiger: If you had to give a synopsis of the book...
Nashr The book is really a cultural history of the

relationship of the American people to wildemess. I
realized, soon after I started the book that I had to go
way back into the European pasr-back to Christianity,
back to the Old Testament, back to the Middle Ages to
assess the intellectual baggage that came over to the
New World with the first colonists. I began to tell that
story of the relationship of the American culture to
wilderness, and how it had changed over time. In a

nutshell, what I discovered and documented in that
book was that for years in this country wilderness had
been hated, feared, avoided, transformed as much as

possible, and as quickly as possible, into civilization.
And lt was really only after the ending of the frontier in
1890 that wildemess experienced a complete revolution
in meaning. Instead of being something dark and terrible
and formless and chaotic that you would avoid at all
costs, wild country became a sanctuary something to be
coveted, a valuable part of American civilization. We
directed our national energies to trampling and trans.
forming the wildemess for the first couple hundred years
of American existence-the whole pioneering business
that your family was so intimately involved in. But at
the end of the nineteenth century people began to turn
around, particularly people from urban environments.
They began to say, "Wait a minute, now, you know,
maybe there's something of value here, something that
we're losing that we'd better think about before we go
too far." I was extremely interested in the period from
the 1890s to the 1920s, the period from, say, John Muir
and Yosemite National Park-189O-through Aldo
Leopold and the dawning of ecological awareness. And
so the book really details a massive change in ideas and
takes the story right up to the almost unbelievable
ending where wildemess has now become so popular
that it's in danger of being loved to death. That would
have been absolutely incomprehensible to, say,

Thoreau's generation in the 1850s.
Steiger: So you kind of were involved as an activisr

in the dam battles and sruff like that? You edited a

book....
Nash: ArnericanEnuirorrmentalism is what it's called

now-it's an edited collection of documents conceming
the American environmental movement. It's heavy.duty
scholarship, but yes, I was an acrivist too.

I tried to look as objectively as I could at wildemess.
But at the same time as I was completing that book, I
was aware of the threat to the Grand Canyon, and I
jumped into that battle at the invitation of David
Brower, and began to put in my two cents on what
would be lost to American culture and character if we
put dams in a place like the Grand. So I did become an
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activist, but I've tried to maintain a scholarly perspec-

tive. One of my more recent books is called The Righ* of
Natrue: AHistory of Enuirorunental Ethics, which is a
serious intellectual discussion of the origin of this some-
what amazing idea that nature has righm that humans
should respect. That is, nature is a part of a community
to which we belong, rather than a commodity we
possess. Now this is an extraordinary idea that has a long
lineage that I try to talk about as a historian. But I also
have tried to support Dave Foreman and Earth First and
the radical environmentalists today who are cafling for
recognition of the importance of wildemess rhat is
nonanthropocentric, not based upon human needs but
based upon ecological and ethical considerations. But I
would like to think that my scholarship stands aparr
from my letters to the editor and my activist work.

People sometimes say I blend those two endeavors
too closely. But I think anyone who is truly interesred in
a cause finds it very hard to make the distinction
between being a scholar and being an activist. It's very
hard to just be a scholar and not get caught up in the
drama and rhe pathos of the movement you are
studying. I've always been an advocate of wildemess;
scholarship was the weapon with which I fought.

ln 1966 I ended up in the 'S7est again, this time
working at the University of Califomia Santa Barbara,
as an assistant professor, and in 1967 I ran the Grand
Canyon with Joe Munroe, Martin Litton, Elliot Porter,
Francois Leydet and that generation ofpeople. I caught
the river feveq bought my own gear at arrny-navy surplus
stores, made my own frame and started running on the
Stanislaus in Califomia and later all around the \7est.
Frequently I came back to the Canyon, running both
privately and commercially there

One thing I'd hke to establish at the beginning of
this interview, Lew, is that I have run about an equal
number of private and commercial trips. I'm nor just a

private runner and I'm not entirely a commercial dude; I
really have a foot in both camps. So a lot of the things
I'm going to say as we talk about river issues are going to
be based on that point of view. Don't take me to be a
mad dog privateer and don't take me to be a hard core
commercial guy. I have an understanding of and respect
for both camps.

Steiger: I'm trying to put Grand Canyon in perspec-
tive, in terms ofyour overall river experience. So you
started in Jackson Hole?

Nash: Yes, on the Snake River in the i950s. I came
to the Grand in the mid-1960s.

Steiger: So Grand was your next river experience
after the Snake?

Nash: Yes, it was my next big-time river experience;
I bought my owrr equipment and I started running with
my children who were pretty young at that time and we
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went everywhere water flowed downhill. Back then
there were no permits; you could just hop on, say, the
Middle Fork of the Salmon and cruise right on down to
Lewiston, four hundred and some miles. SUe used to do
that regularly. Of course I kept coming back to the
Grand, picking up some commercial trips with friends
like Martin, Ron Smith, Ron Hayes, George Wendt and
Dee Holladay on the upper rivers, and doing private
trips. !7hen I started out, there were no permits, you just

drove down to the Ferry and put your boats on the
water.

Permits weren't required in the Grand until 1972.

Well, let me correct that statement: There were permits
required, but they were just basically pieces ofpaper you

filled out at the Ferry. Quotas were not put in until
1972. ln fact, the Grand Canyon, along with Mount
\Thimey in the Sierra, are the frrst places where quotas

were instituted for wildemess management, where
people began to think in terms of carrying capacity. This
was a time when the ratio of commercial and private
running was 92:8, ninety-two percent commercial to
eight percent private-there were very very few private
people running at that time. The interesting point is

that very rapidly after the Grand Canyon Dam fight,
which called so much attention to the river, people

began to crowd the place. You recall the coffee table
books, the films, the movies. People realized this was one
of the world's great places.

Steiger: The Sierra Club trips.
Nash: Absolutely. And so in an ironical way, Lew,

one of the prices we pay for defending an area is to call
attention to it, and then it falls into the category of
being loved to death. We saw a huge rise in visitation in
the early seventies, and going on up through to the
conditions we have today. I caught the early part of that
rise, you might say the last of the old free days where
you had a sense of what it was like for the explorers to
just show up at a river and go down and not go through
lotteries and hoops of the bureaucratic wilderness.

Steiger: So your first Grand Canyon trip was 1967?

Nash: Yes. Joe Munroe led that trip, we ran some

with Martin and Elliot Porter and Francois Leydet who
edited the beautiful Time and the Riuer Fbwing, the 1968

battle book for the Grand Canyon that Dave Brower
pubhshed.

Steiger: That's all the first trip? Martin was on that
for a little bit?

Nash: We interacted with Martin's trip, we rowed

some with his dories. That was the time when Joe and

Martin were still talking to each other, and both of them
were f,ghting against the Grand Canyon dams.

Steiger: Now your book, Grand Canyon of the Liuing
Colorado, was that that trip? Or this was later?

Nash: That was a book I did for Dave Brower and
the Sierra Club a little bit later, and was really after the
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Grand Canyon Dam controversy, and the point of that
book was to make a case for the enlargement of Grand
Canyon National Park to include the entire Grand
Canyon.

Steiger: Let's just talk for a second about you and the
Grand Canyon. 'S?hat was your first impression? What
was it like that f,rst trip? Or was the big hit for you more
the hike across, the two hikes that you'd done there
before?

Nash: I think it was the
backpacks when I was a kid. You

know, you're very impression-
able at ten, eleven, twelve years

of age. I can distinctly
remember feelings and places

from that trip. You know, itt
hard, as you get a little older, to
remember stuff from that stage

ofyour life. People show you
pictures and you sort of say, "Oh
yeah, I guess I was there." But
when you have your own inde-
pendent recall ofplaces like
that, it's really quite remarkable,
and I do recall those trips
extremely well. I recall the great

silences, I reca[ the space, I
recall what it was like for a young kid to contemplate
rocks that were two billion years old. I began to have
those kinds of thoughts which are unusual for kids, and
kind of scary in a way. And it was because of those ideas

and that approach that I read with so much interest
Co I in Fle tche r's The Mon \Yho V/ alkcd T hr ough Time,

and subsequent interpretations of the vast, wild spaces of
the Canyon.

And by the way, Lew, you know, I still am very
attracted m the backpacking Canyon as opposed to the
river Canyon. I think the difference, if I could draw an
analogy, is between alpine skiing-which by the way, I
also love to do-and cross-country skiing. lUhen you're

doing downhill skiing, you're riding lifts, you're skiing
with a lot of other people; it's a social experience. But
when you're doing cross-country skiing, you're out there
just with the wilderness, making your tracks across those

blank snowfields. And as you've documented in your
wonderful film [Canyon Song], the backpacker's Canyon
is very different-it's very solitary, there's a lot of pain,
there's a lot of hardship, and there are a lot of satisfac-

tions that, frankly, I don't get on the river, even after
fifty-odd trips. In your f,lm, Ellie Tibbetts talks about
coming to the river after you've made the descent from
the rim. There's nothing quite like that in running the
river. So I do go back to those backpacking experiences

and the solitude and the quiet and the rhythm of the
rocks and the sense of time and space that Fletcher talks
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about so well. It's hard, as you know, to find some of
those values on a river trip when you're in a social situa-
tion dealing with twenty or rhirty people, and you're
leading hikes of twenty or rhirry people up canyons. k's
very hard to be alone with twenty people.

Steiger: Okay, so your first private trip then is Joe
Munroe. So we're talking eight people or something like
that?

Nash: I really forget how many there were-a
handful. Martin had three or four boats on the river, we
interacted with them at several times, and switched over
and rowed in his boats. Then the next year, which was

1968, I organized a charter trip with Ron Smith, who
was just getting into the business with Grand Canyon
Expeditions. !7e put a full river trip together. I think the
cost was something like six hundred dollars a head, and
we took, I believe, eighteen people. There was a triple.
rig, and Dick McCallum was there, running a motor rig.
Donny Neff was involved on that trip, and Don was a
wrestling coach at the time, and I remember we wrestled
a couple of nights around the campfire, and he pinned
my ass pretty quickly. He was a champion wrestler. I was
paddling a little kayak at the time. It was after rhar trip
that I bought my ow'n boats and began to get into the
running on my own.

Steigerr To doing it too.
Nash: Yeah, getting the sticks in your hand.
Steiger: It's interesting to me that the flrst two trips

you did, one was a private, one was a commercial. Were
there differences, and if so, what were rhey?

Nash: That 1968 trip I did with Ron Smith was the
only one for which I ever wrote a check and went along
as a passenger. It was sort of unique in that all the
people were my friends. It wasn't like getting out of the
bus and saying "rVho are you?" I mean, everybody knew
each other, and we had a good relationship with Ron
and Sheila Smith. We didn't have a sense of it being
that much of a commercial deal. As I recall, I
contributed about the same amount of money to Joe
Munroe on his run the previous year. In other words, in
this era private and commercial trips weren't qualita-
tively different.

Steiger: The price went up, later, for commercial
runs.

Nash: The price went up, and some other diver-
gences began to occur. But in the late 1960s, it was a
calm before the tourist storm. I went down the river and
I was, of course, blown away by the experience, just like
you.

I was a passenger on the first trips, but I did paddle a

number of rapids in a kayak. And so I was always a
"hands-on" kind of guy, always wanted to get in there
and do it, rather than have someone do it for me. And
so it was very natural to gravitate into getting my own
boats. And I still see that impulse on the river trips that
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I do today, the commercial trips that you and I've done,
for instance. You get a lot of folks on the river who are
"doers" and really want to leam to row, and ask you
about buying boats and getting permits and want to get
our there. I think what we have to remember in the
river community is that we've now had twenty years of
commercial river-running, and in the course of that
time, we've generated a huge clientele for rivers-not all
of whom want to just write a check and jump on
another commercial trip. After they've done one or two
commercial trips, they want to get into it. They want to
know the fear and the fun f,rsthand.

Steiger: Are you trying to say that the most fun is

running the boats?

Nash: !7e11, let's be honest about it; you have a very
different relationship to the river when you're running
the boat. I think rhat over the last two decades we have
created a big recreational industry something rhar's
boomed up like surflng and like downhill skiing. And
now we have many companies selling river equipment
and frames-complete packages for the cost of about two
Grand commercial trips. I look at these catalogues, and I
just remember what it was like thirty-five years ago
trying to get an outfit together by going to army-navy
stores.

Steiger: So what are we to do? Are we to just say,

"Whoops, okay, sorry we've done our job too well, you
don't need us anymore, we're going to get out of here?" I
mean, we in the commercial sector. Is that what we have
to do?

Nash: No, thatt of course too extreme. But I think
there has to be some recognition that there are more
and more people out there who are passionate about and
qualified to run big-time whitewater. And that wasn'r
the case back when I started in the 1960s. So I guess the
point I'm making is that the presence of the guide and
the guiding industry today is really less important than it
was in those early days when there were relatively few
people qualified to do and interested in major white-
water trips. Just pause to think for a moment that if you
opened it up, private trips would now fiIl the entire
Grand Canyon allocation-there are that many people
out there stacked up, waiting to go down the river. That
was not the case in the late 1960s. Remember, they took
all private comers. And it was only eight percent
private; that was an honest fi.gure. Later management
realized, "This isn't right anymore," and changed it to
something like 70:30, and my feeling is-and I know it'll
be a controversial point-that it probably should change
again in favor of the private sector.

Now, let me detail to you what I take to be four
major changes or revolutions that explain this general
popularity of wildemess right now-how we got to be
where are:

First thing is the intellectual revolution, which I
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write about in Wilderness ard. The American Mind.
lTilderness went from being an adversary, something
that was feared and avoided and hated and conquered;
to a sanctuary, a cathedral, a place people went of their
own volition to 6nd relief from an increasingly
omnipresent, complex, and frustrating civilization. Huge
change. And we saw it in America just within a century
from, say, the late nineteenth century, end-of-the-fron-
tier era, into the late twentieth century. And that really
came to bear after World lUar II when aesthetic values,

as opposed to utilitarian ones, dominated the conserva-
tion movement. The rise of wildemess appreciation was

an intellectual revolution, something extraordinary in
the history of ideas.

The second big thing that happened-and you know
this too-was the equipment revolution. If we were still
running in sadiron boats and the kind of stuff that
Galloway and Nevills were using, we would not be

taking the klnd of numbers that we are, down the river
and getting them through the way the modem river
industry does. The equipment revolution extends not
only to boats, particularly to the inflatable boats that
really brought the big numbers into a place like the
Grand Canyon, but it extends to such things that you
might take for granted, as polypropylene, wetsuit
booties, neoprene river packs, et cetera. The early guys

didn't have rhis kind of stuff, and the kind of clientele
that you have now I don't believe would have wrapped
up in a wet wool blanket and slept on the rocks the way
those early guys did. So the equipment revolution is

important. And remember, most of this technology is

post-lUorld War II: nylons, plastics, aluminum, hypalon,
things of that nature.

The rhird thing is the informarion revolution, the
existence of maps and river guides. !7hen I started out
in the Grand, we had the Les Jones scroll map. You'd
unroll it like toilet paper. He had these little personal
notations, you know, on the side, little things that
happened to him along the way. And these maps were

about twenty-five feet long, you know, and it was always

a pain to kind of keep them at the right spot and figure
out where you were. And then we began to get newer
kinds of maps and information about the river, such as

done by my late friend, Bill Belknap. Some river maps

now even have photographs and white lines going
through them to show everybody the way to run rapids.

There's a classic one for the Middle Fork of the Salmon
that I've seen people tape down to their frames. And so

as they're rowing down the rapid, they're looking down
here at a guide book on their seat and following the line.
"Let's see now, where's this rock?" And here's the white
line going over here. "l gotta go leftl" This, to me, is too
much, but there's no question that the information revo-
lution-which, of course, also includes the rise of profes-

sionai guides, which you have been detailing in some of
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these interviews-the whole rise of the professional
guiding community makes it possible for a person to pick
up a phone, put down a Msa card, and go down the
Grand Canyon with a reasonable expectation of coming
out the other end. Okay, that industry didn't exist in the
1950s.

It rose, to ful{ill the demand. That came from the
intellectual revolution, the equipment was there, the
information, and finally we have to look at the access

revolution. Just within our lifetimes, access to places in
the\fest-and I would not just say the Grand Canyon,
but many other places-has changed phenomenally.
Most of rhe roads around Moab and through
Canyonlands, as Kent Frost and the oldtimers will tell
you, were all dirt roads, and they were terrible and it
took you three days to drive from Salt Lake down to
Mexican Hat. And not only that, but air travel-the
thing that allows someone to jump on a plane in New
York, be in Las Vegas and the next morning jump on a

bus and be at Lee's Ferry, and get the trip in on a motor
rig in six days and be back at the off,ce. That simpiy was

not done in the 1950s, you couldn't do that. Those old
prop planes took much longer, the road networks were
much worse. So now the wilderness is kind of "open
game" to people from anywhere. I'm waiting for the

Japanese to "discover" the Grand Canyon river trip.
This was just inconceivable only a generation ago.

So those are four factors. The intellectual revolution
made it possible to sell wilderness as a vacation destina-
tion rather than an obstacle to civilization. Also, the
equipment, information, and access are really important
in explaining why we went from twenty-one people a

year to twenty-one thousand people a year.

Steiger: And now here we are.

Nash: Now here we are, ready to bring river running
into the next millennium. You've seen big changes

happen before your eyes.

So my take on the allocation issue kind of goes like
this: even though the corridor is not designated

"Wilderness"-it is-and I follow Kim Crumbo's ideas

here, it is one of the premier wild places on the planet.
It should be managed as wildemess until such time as

Congress decides what to do with it. Now, if the Canyon
backcountry is to be managed as wildemess, as I believe
the govemment is mandated to do until a final decision
is made, then it seems to me to behoove the managers to
think a little bit about what wilderness is, and what kind
of experience wilderness should generate. The word
means "the place of wild beasts"; as opposed to civiliza-
tion, wilderness is the uncontrolled. There should be an

element of risk in wiiderness; it's a place where prepara-

tion, self-sufliciency, and self-reliance, should be empha-
sized. And I would almost argue that integral ro the
wildemess experience is an attempt to deal with things
in a direct, personal manner. I think the highest rvilder-
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ness values come ftom such self-sufEciency. Now on a
guided trip people come through the Grand Canyon and
they say, "Gosh, we had a good time." W'ell, you can
have a "good time" doing a lot of things that are not
wilderness-dependent. \7hat I argue is that the do,it-
yourselfer is having more of a wilderness experience than
the commercial passenger; that guides, like myself, are
buffers between the client and the wildemess. In effect,
the guide takes away some of the wildemess experience.
So if you're going to manage for wildemess values, you
would do well to favor privates.

Steiger: I guess the only argument that I can marshal
to that is not only is the Grand Canyon a great potential
wildemess place-it's just a great place. I guess it's the
most powerful place that I've ever run into, and it's an
incredibly dramatic link between the urban conscious-
ness and the natural world, which is desperately needed
in this day and age-thar link. I think our culture is
rushing headlong away from the natural world right now,
and one argument I can see for the commercial sector is

that the work we do is an opportunity to tum people's
thinking around. So if you make it a wildemess place
and you have to have the "wilderness license," you have
to be competent to travel in there.... I wonder if it might
not be more valuable for society to continue to bring
down powerful people who aren't equipped to go-just
like twenty years ago, hardly anybody was equipped to
go-to bring people who influence society into contact
with this very profound experience of the natural world.

Nash: It's a powerful argument, Lew. There's no gain.
saying the force of that argument, and the importance of
exposing a lot of people to the Grand Canyon. Of course
you and I know that you can't expose unlimited numbers
to the Canyon.

Steiger: No.
Nash: I mean, we are talking only about small

numbers, and you and I know how really elitist and
homogenous those numbers can tend to be on commer-
cial river trips. In other words, maybe we're not getting
the people into the Canyon who need to be there. But
maybe that leads us off onto a tangent.

Let me just go back again to that wildemess theory.
As a professor I've always tried to get people into self.
discovery. I don't teach by telling people somerhing.

Rather, get rhe light bulb to go off, let them
discover. And I think that's kind of consisrenr with what
I'm talking about here. Sure, some private people will go

in there and they'll make some mistakes. I think those
mistakes are precious. I think those mistakes are part of
what wilderness ought to be about. I don't like the
"safari syndrome" very much, even though I've been a

part of it. I don't like the kind of menus we're serving
the people down there now. I don't like the food service
regulations. I don't like the fact that nine-year-old girls
are dumping cans on the tarp for me to smash and
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walking away to read their comic book.
Steiger: \7hen you'te working on a commercial trip.
Nash: Yes. \7hen my kids were on the river, they

were participants. They leamed how to do river stuff.
And I'm just saying that as we tend more and more
toward making commercial rivers trips into safaris where
we have the hired hands and we have the "bwanas," we
are getting away from a wildemess experience.'We're
getting into a resort experience. And I would challenge
the commercial guiding industry to really think about
their role in this safari or resort syndrome.

Steiger: Yeah. What do you think we can or should
do about that?

Nash: I think at one point Dick McCallum did trips
like this-you probably know better than I, Lew-but
the trips that ...

Steiger: ... encourage participation.
Nash: Yes. I like the paddle boat stuff, I think that's

good, getting the people in there. But I'd also like to see

qualifled people captaining those paddle boats-leaming
by doing. And I think the trips where people partic-
ipated in sharing and making meals and doing the camp
chores and doing some of the trip planning-doing the
kind of stuff that we do as professional guides, would be

tremendously helpful. I think to encourage that kind of
a trip-remember the self-discovery idea-would be

excellent, and would get us away a little bit from the
resort and the safari syndrome, which isn't a "bad" thing
at all. Of course people get value out of it, and of course

they-as you've said so well-have some changes in
their attitude toward the natural world from rhar kind of
experience. But I think they would have even more, if
they had a more self-reliant attitude toward it.

Let me tell you a story that illustrates this. I call it
"unguiding." For a long while I took people up into
Silver Grotto on trips, and we rigged the ropes, and we
told them where to put their feet. You know the drill.
'Now put your foot right here, Alice. Thatt great, swing
your leg up. Reach up, you got it. Now just one more
step. There you go, nice going." Okay, how many times
have you said that, Lew? Alice gets up, she goes into
Silver Grotto; she thinks it's beautiful. Okay, back to the
camp. One year, I guess I was busy, or I was tired, or
something, and I just told a group of people, "There's a
canyon up here that's kind of interesting. 'Why don't you
guys see ifyou can figure out how to get into it, and see

what's up there." They took off. They were gone about
two hours. I said, "Oh, shit, they may be hurt, I
shouldn't have done this. Liability! Insurancel
Problemsl" But they came back right about dark, and
there was fire in their eyes, and they said, "'!7'e just saw

The Temple of God!" And they told me about it. It was

something they'd never forget. Now, I ask you to
compare objectively those rwo experiences: one, you
point every foothold and handhold out to them, help
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them across the pools, put a rope up if necessary, show
them what's up there, bring them back. Two, you send
them up on their own, unguiding, letting them experi-
ence, self-discovery. This latter, I think, is more consis-
tent with the wilderness experience. Sure it's more risky,
but the element of risk is a characterizing part of wilder-
ness. lil/here are the outfitters, where are the guides,
willing to take that kind of a risk as some of the
Outward Bound programs and other outdoor leadership
programs are starting to do?

Steiger: How do we fight off the liabiliry? \7hat do
we do about that?

Nash: !7e11, that gets into a whole bunch of sick-
nesses in our society about not taking personal account-
ability for your own life. You recall the person who
spilled hot coffee in their lap and sued the resraurant
and wonl Grriblel I say there are no guarantees; I say
it's worth ir to expose people a little bit. I don'r think
real gains or discoveries are made without a cerrain
amount of risk. I'm willing to take rhose risks, you're
willing to take those risks. \ff/e rake those risks all the
time, you know, as human beings. I'm just saying, "Look
at the benefits that come from risk-taking, and from
letting people discover stuff for themselves; be open r<r

guide from the back sear, be an unguide. Of course this
involves a certain amount of ego suppression in the
whole guiding profession. Sornetimes less can be more;
maybe it's true of guiding.

Steiger: I think our challenge in the commercial
sector, we've got to leam how to be a lot more trans-
parent. We skim off the best stuff for ourselves.

Nash: Yeah, sure we do.
Steiger: We're going to have to learn how to tran-

scend that.
Nash: Parenthetically, isn'r the wonderful thing

about teaching a child or anyone how to do sornething,
when you finally let go? You ever teach a kid to ride a

bike? It's wonderfr-rl. You starr our by running behind
them and holding them up. They're wobbly, and they're
a little scared, they're making some mistakes, they're
going back and forth, bur then they get a little more
momentum. And you run and run, faster and faster,
holding onto rhe seat, and finally they're gerring those
pedals going, and they're getting some momentum, and
then the magic happens, they take off-and rhey're on
their ownl And the smile, the feeling of satisfactionl
We're holding onto people's sears roo long in our wilder-
ness areas; guides are being training wheels, not motiva-
tors for independence. Let 'em off, let 'em go. Maybe
they fall, maybe they skin their knee, maybe they die.
Anyway, think abour that: learning to ride a bicycle,
learning to ski. "Ski between my legs," I teli my
daughter. "Just ski right between my legs. I'll make a

little snowplow and you go down." \il/e go faster and
faster, and finally I say, "Okayl" and I push her out and
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she's on her own and she makes her frrst tum. She looks
at me and there's flre in her eyes. "l did ir Daddy, I did
itl" You ever get anybody on a commercial river rrip
saying, "l did it, Lew, I did itl"

Steiger: Yeah, we do.
Nash: You do?

Steiger: Yes. I do, and I think a lor of the best guides
down there-l thlnk we're rapped into that.

Nash: SThen you get them to the point where they
can....

Steiger: !7e're not going ro let them run Crystal.
That's the difference between your commercial and your
private trip.

Nash: You don't even let them run Kwagunt.
Steiger: No.
Nash: Fire in the eyes. I'm just saying there's a time

to take off the raining wheels, let go of the bicycle seat.

I think at this poinr in American history there are a lot
of people who want to run rivers rather rhan be chauf-
feured down rivers-look at the Grand Canyon waiting
list.

Steiger: (groans) I'm going to get lynchedl
Nash: Nobody said this was going to be easy, Lewl

Nobody said this wasn't going to be controversial!

The next step, of course, is to get people into their
own boam, but before that they face a waiting list-
there are a whole line of people out there now who have
"bicycles," who know how to ride them, who've prepared
for and invested in the opportunity to run the Grand.
And where are they? They get behind a ninereen-year
linel

Steiger: Let's just get into that: the nineteen.year
line. If my job is to represent the river guides, what I say

to you when you tell me theret a nineteen-year line, or
even a ten-year line right now, I have to say, "That's a

misleading statistic."
Nash: I agree, Lew. I'm just taking the numbers as

they've been fed to me.

Steiger: My mke on it-you know, I've been trying
to figure that out. Are those nr-rmbers real?

Nash: They're not real. You and I know they're not
real, but they do indicate a pent-up private demand of
some large quantity.

Steiger: Because here's what comes up for me, is, I
swear to God, I can name you five different guys I know
that do a private trip every single year.

Nash: I know. I know that, and I have managed to
get a number of private permits, if you're assiduous in
calling in-l mean five times a day-you can get them.
But I also know a lot of people who've been on that list
for eight or nine years and are finally coming up for a

permit.
Steiger: So what would you say? These guys who go

every single year, should we nor let them do that? Is that
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not fair for them to be able to do that?
Nash: They work the system to their advantage.

Maybe one could also say that somebody shouldn't write
a check and do a commercial trip every year. I think my
basic point is that it should be equally difficult to get on
the river as a private user or as a commercial user. There
should be an equality of difflculty, and right now there
isn't. Right now, you can write a check or call in a credit
card number and book a trip on a commercial river trip
with one phone call.

Steiger: And you can be motored down there in five
or six days, too, which I know doesn't jibe with your
idea of what shouid be good.

Nash: It doesn't; that's the worst of the resort
slmdrome.

Steiger: If you read WiWerness and The Amencan

Mind, and then you read your statement that you sent in
to Perspectiote.s, [a yet to be published GCRG piece on
river managemgnl i5suss-it's still in the works] they're
totally in line with one another. To wit, you feel we
should get motors off there, we should manage the thing
as a wildemess, it should be a 50:50 private-commercial
split.

\X/hat comes up for me right away-and I'm not
kidding-if you just rearrange the percentage of the allo-
cation and you keep the same user days, I think the
place is going to be a zoo. I thlnk one thing that we do
pretty well in the commercial sector is move a lot of
people through there with a minimal sociological
impact. I mean, because we have the experience, we are

actually able to find and to f,ll in the gaps, as opposed to
jammin' up. We're getting better at that all the time.

Nash: You are, but I'd not agree that "movin'people
through" should be the criteria for evaluating Grand
Canyon management policy. And let's not discount the
ability of good private trip leaders to do the same thing.
There's no reason that rational adults who are on private
trips shouldn't be able to do that as well. There's no
reason to believe that just because we increase the
private quota, the Canyon is going to become a zoo.

Steiger: Well, I think you can start to work that stuff
out with experience. I think some of the biggest jam-ups

and unnecessary conflicts and tension come just from
inexperience, you know, as a natural result of... just

human nature, and people being new to the game.

Nash: Yes. I've been in the education business all my
life; it's a great cure.

Okay, how about education as a solution-just like
we have education for drivers that permits us to drive
safely with a lot of other cars on highways. Maybe we

need more river education.
Steiger: Well, what I'm talking about is, I think

about all those two-boat motor trips that go by when I'm
on a dory trip. There's thirty people, they just went by.

You know, itt Martin's argument: When you take those
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numbers,.,.
Nash: I know it, they're not in your face.

Steiger: That's the most painless way for them to rub
up against me.

Nash: That's right.
Steiger: Now instead, if you transform them into two

six-boat private trips, and we're all down there together,
I have to wonder, are we not all going to lose out
because we can't get away from each other, because

we're more congested?

Nash: Lew, you make excellent points. Maybe the
solution is to cut the total pie in half, drop back down to
twelve thousand people a year down there instead of
twenty-four, and then you can accommodate more of the
slower-moving private trips. I just think we should begin
to start taking a look at what's right for Grand Canyon,
what's right for the Colorado, what's the best possible

experience down there, even if it's going to be limited to
fewer people, and not start looking at payrolls and not
start looking at the so-called river "industry." !7hat the
hell? This is a national park, it's a lUorld Heritage Site;
it's the only place in the temperate latitudes you can go

225 ot 279 miles and not see a car! The highest use of
the Grand Canyon is not to sustain a "River Industry"
in my opinion.

Its highest purpose is to be itself and to be, from a

human standpoint, appreciated as one of the planett
great-our increasingly rare-wildemesses. I don't want
to take a paycheck out of anybody's hands, but I hate to
think of the Grand Canyon management policy being
driven by a concern to put a paycheck in [a boatman]'s
mailbox.

I'm just talking about a reduction and a change,
given changing circumstances, that's all. You started out
when it was 92:8. Then it changed to 70:30, but they
increased the numbers, they increased the total pie.

Steiger: Whlch in my mind was a tragedy.

Nash: I agree it was an unfortunate thing; wildness
lost a round.

Steiger: At that point in time. We're talking politics
and we're talking compromise and all those things that
are dirty words to you and Martin. You know, with the
whole motor/rowing thing, the thing that broke my
heart was, there was that big stir, and ultimately every-

body got all pissed off. I mean, there was a big kind of
black, cloudy period in there. Yeah, there was still the
magnificenr Grand Canyon, but there was a lot of bitter-
ness down there.

Nash: S7e11, the motor/oars thing was a very sad

political-got caught up in politics, and you know the
sad story of how the Appropriations Bill was attached
and so on and so forth. As a scholar, it just breaks my

heart, because all the research, all the studies that had

been done at public expense, suggested that it should be

an oars-only experience, and then suddenly that was just
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overturned by one congressman. That story is pretty well
documented. So the motors stayed and, for me, remain
an inconsistency down there. But I've never really done
a motor trip.

Steiger: See, my problem there is I grew up doing
them.

Nash: I know you did, and you're very good at it.
Steiger: I was good at it, and this is the hard part.

The really hard part is, for me, with that one is.... You

know I work for the dories, I've done some private trips,
I've worked for just about everybody down there. Some
of the best trips I ever did in my whole life, that I'm the
most proud oi were those motor trips. I gave people a

good experience, that was more along the lines of "go
check it out."

Nash: Goodl The unguiding principle.
Steiger: Yeah, much more than it was, "Here, put

yout foot here, Alice," and "wasn't that good?"

But for me the really hard part is that I ran a bunch
of those trips and I, to this day, am really proud of what
happened on them.

Nash: And Lew, no one's taking away that pride, and
you shouldn't have to surrender that pride, but we do
have to recognize that sometimes policies need to be

changed. I'm sure the engineer who built Hetch Hetchy
Dam on the Tuolumne in California was proud of his
work and went home and said, "l built a good dam!" But
maybe as priorities change, a later generation comes and
says, "This was the wrong thing to do right here. We
need to take that dam out. \X/e need to undo this
policy." Theret some things that ought to be changed in
the interest of protecting what little and fragile wilder-
ness we have, and cultivating a wildemess experience.

I think now there's a huge mandate out there for
keeping wild land as wild as possible. I just don't think
motors belong there any more than all-terrain vehicles
or four-wheel drives belong on the John Muir Tiaii. It's
time to think things through again. Reconsider. \7e're
facing a new millennium in which wildness is going to
be increasingly precious.

Steiger: 'We've got a new filanagement plan coming
r"rp. We don't know exactly when, but we know it's about
time for a brand new Colorado River Management Plan.
A couple of things have been eatin' on me: one of 'em
is, "Holy shit, the demand is never going to go down,
even if you shift this to 50:50."

Nash: There's still going to be a huge lineup.
Steiger: There's going to be a line. You know, at

some point, if the world keeps going the way that it's
been, we're gonna have a huge line. We have a very
precious place that we're going to have to deal with. It's
been an enormous gift for me to be there-for all of us-
Grand Canyon.

Nash: Now let's put that first. Let's put Earth first, is

what I say.
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Steiger: So we got the Grand Canyon, and I think
we all agree that it doesn't belong to anybody. Like the
Hopis say, "Nobody owns the land."

Nash: Yes, it's a humbling concept.
Steiger: Okay, so it doesn't belong to anybody. Here

it is, those of us who've been there for a while, we're just
lucky sons of bitches. We're lucky enough that we got to
be there. As you look down the road and see what's
happening with people, one of the big questions is,

Okay, we realize everybody can't go at once. So what is

going to limit that demand? On the private side you

have the wait. So to date, on the commercial side,

what's happened? The price has gone up. You say on the
commercial sector it's not fair, because all they have to
do is write a check. !7ell something's happened in the
lasr twenty years.

Nash: The check's gotten bigger.

Steiger: Yeah, you have to write a bigger check, You

can go, but the check's gotten a lot bigger.

Nash: Right.
Steiger: Now, if we carry that to its logical conclu-

sion, even if you make it 50:50, somewhere down the
line, you're still going to have that ten-to-twenty-year
wait, and the ones who can get right in are going to be

writing a very big check.
Nash: A very big check. The numbers are going to

go up, Lew, and it's the same kind of controversy we will
have with organ transplants. You remember the Mickey
Mantle thing, "How come he gem the liver and I
don'tll" That kind of deal. I mean, people with money

are going to.... And I don't think that just being rich is
the right criteria for admission to this special place.

Steiger: I don't rhink so either.
Nash: You know what I think's the right criterial

Preparation; lusting after it; preparing yourself and your
equipment; studying the maps; leaming about it;
becoming qualified to run the river-I... that's how I
think the ticket should be paid. That's the price of
admission: learning the ropes, the way you did. Let that
be the price of admission, not a Msa card.

Steiger: !7e11, what about A1, then?
Nash: Oh, gosh, Al and Dave-you always catch rne

on that.
Steiger: I know, I do, I'm tellin' ya'.

Nash: And I love those guys, and maybe we can

explain in the interview who these guys were and the
role they played in the last trip that you and I did
together. But I want a place for A1 and Dave down
there. I'm glad they got to do that trip.

Steiger: Al and Dave were these two brothers: Al
was eighty-one and Dave was seventy-nine, and Rod and

I had them on this trip. They came in on a dory trip
that we did, and somehow managed to move all of us

(chuckles) who were with them, as much as the Canyon
moved them.
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Nash: Exactly, well said.

Steiger: Somehow they made us feel that we were-l
don't know, somehow they appreciated.... They tapped
right into it. Here were two guys who couldn't go on
their own, and yet for them the experience was so

important, it meant everything to them. And just that
fact alone validated me as a commercial guide who
happened to carry them through some of the rapids.
'!7hen I look at my identity as a guide....

Nash: Your basic point is great, but how many Als
and Daves are there out there? I mean, should we open
the Canyon up to....

Steiger: Hey, I'm telling you for me as a guide, I run
into those kind of guys all the time. There's Als and
Daves, there's young kids, middle-aged ladies... there's all
these people. There's this entirely different segment.
And we can debate as far as how many angels can dance
on the head of a pin...

Nash: Lew, there has to be some criteria for admis-
sion. There has to be an admission ticket. !7hat's it
going to be? \7hat's the admission ticket going to be to
this special place? Is it going to be money? Is it going to
be luck-as in a lottery? Is it going to be patience-wait
out the list for twenty years? Is it going to be compe-
tence? Is it going to be passion? Is it going to be wilder-
ness self-suf{iciency skills? !7hat's it going to be? It's got

to be something.
Steiger: \fhich brings us back to Wildemess andThe

Amencut Mind. \7hat I remember about this last chapter
is, you talked about it in the context of a millennium.
You started in 980 [A.D.] and you said, "Could anybody
wandering around in 980 have even imagined what was

going to happen in one short millennium?" If we keep
going the way we're going, how are we going to manage

the wilderness environment? And what struck rne.,..

There's a classic debate coming, and iike so many of the
world's problems, we have a perfect little microcosm for
it in the Grand Canyon. The debate that you laid out
was two things we can do with the natural world: we can
make it a garden, or we can leave it alone and have it be

wild.
Nash: Yes, I expressed my fears for the total human-

izing of the planet, the "Garden Earth." It could be a
wasteland, or it could be a garden, but either way it's
been affected by human beings. Even a lovely garden is

affected, of course, by human beings. l'm a partisan of
the wild. I believe in wildness. I think like Thoreau that
in wildness there's the preservation of the world. I think
it's important spiritually, I think it's important ecologi-
cally, psychologically, historically. I'm afraid of the loss

of wildness. I'm afraid of creating a world in which we

have, you know, maybe a lot of sunshine and a lot of
space and a lot of nice guided trips down the Grand
Canyon, but there's no more wildness, no more places to
make mistakes; no more places to be scared; no more
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places to be self-reliant. !7ildness: the uncontrolled, the
untrammeled, the real world. I see it slipping away,

everywhere, on every frontier. Wildness is disappearing
from our planet-the loss of biodiversity is one index of
it. Twenty-five thousand people in the Grand Canyon is

another index of it. Think of that. In 1956, fifty-five
people ran the Grand Canyon-all yearl Now ...

Steiger: Last year we had twenty-frve thousand.
Nash: There's a lot of stuff with that quota. I mean,

there were a lot of science trips, there were a lot of
people up and down that river. You know, I had some

real problems with some of that.
Steiger: Let me tell you, right now, we're dealing

with not just science: there's the Coast Guard, the4e's

Coconino County Health Department. You name it,
they all want to come, and it ain't gonna get any better.
Everybody wants to go there. So what was interesting to
me about yorrWilderness cmdThe AmericanMind
chapter is, you were talking about having a license to go.
\il/e keep these wild places and people have to earn the
right to go.

For quite a while-maybe for fifteen years-I've been
talking about the idea of a wildemess license. Just as we
have a driver's license to use public highways; people

have to be qualified to drive a car or fly an airplane or to
air their tanks for a scuba trip, I've been urging that we

begin to rhink of wilderness not just as something we

give away, but as something that you earn, something
that you qualify for, make it a priyilcge in other words-
not an entitlement. And I have been urging that a

wilderness license be implemented that wouid not only
test people for their skills at minimal impact camping,

but possibly also for their understanding and knowledge

of a certain place-sort of involve a preparatory
schooling before they were "admitted to the cathedral,"
you might say. lil/e accept this as a norm, say in our
public universities: you have to go to high school, you
have to take a certain number of courses, you have to
have a certain grade point average. Then you go to the
University of Arizona, then you go to University of
California. Remember, these are public institutions. So

are national parks. I'm suggesting that it may be time to
say-particularly in wilderness, particularly in back-

country-that it's time to begin to make the admission

ticket something based more on abiliry and more on
training and education than just on weaith or iuck.

Steiger: I gotta tell ya', that's a scary idea for a lot of
people. I mean, it's an amazing leap to make, back from
that time when you first dld those trips where all you did
was show up.

Nash: I agree, but it's a necessary compromise with
numbers and with time-a necessary compromise, You

don't remember, but there was a time in this country
when you could drive a car without a license-an eight-
year-old could jump in and drive a car. When Henry
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Ford first made the Model "T," there were no licenses,

there were no driver's licenses, there were no depart-
ments of motor vehicles-you had a car, you built a car,
yor-r bought a car' you stepped in, you drove ir. It didn't
matter whether you were half-blind, whether you were
totally incompetent, whether you were eight years old,
you drove a car. Gradually we began to say, "You know,
maybe some responsibility ought to be brought to this
thing." Maybe we ought to say if you want to use the
public highways, you have to have a driver's license.
You've got one in your wallet, right?

Steiger: Yes, I do.

Nash: Yeah. What do you have to pass to get that?
Steiger: Oh, I had to take a test.
Nash: You had to take a test, you had to know what

the yellow curb meant, the red curb meant, right?
Besides doing a book test, you probably had to do a field
test, didn't you? You had to show the driving instructor
that you could park and....

Steiger: [How do you sell] people the idea of another
license? (whistles)

Nash: I know it. But the stake that we're talking
abour is the protection of wilderness. Remember I'm not
advocating licenses as though I want them; I'm saying
this is something we have to face as a necessity in the
new millennium. !7e owe it to the wilderness, we owe it
to the creatures who live out there, we owe it to the
other people who want to share that experience, to be

qualifled when we go out there, to have some qualifica-
tions, to have some savvy.

Steiger: It's just, you know, the damned bureaucrats.
Nash: I know; they're everywhere. But here's the

thing Lew: If we have more bureaucracy outside the
wilderness, we can afford more freedom inside it. If we

have more qualified people who go into wildemess, we

can allow them to be freer inside. Do you understand
that concept? \We educate them and then we don't have
to police them as much, because they know how to
behave, they know courtesy, they respect the community
they are entering.

Steiger: I understand the concept-l'm not sure that
I have faith in the reality of the process so much.

Nash: What I'm doing is groping for management
tools for the new millennium.

Steiger: Well, the hard part, what's burnrning me out
about tonight, is I keep throwing my strongest argu-
ments at you (chuckles) and you keep sorta answering
theml

Nash: We[, we're talking about 'em. Someone has ti'r
be out there on the extreme, if only to make other
people appear reasonable.

Steiger: Is this what the future is going to be like?
Are we heading toward a world where that's what it's
going to come to? You gotta have a license to go outside
and mess around out there somewhere were nobody else
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is, where it's just you and the natural world?
Nash: Well, wilderness to me is not a place where

"nobody" is-it's a place where the bear people are,

where the salmon people are, where the humpback chub
people are, where the bighorn sheep people are. There
are a lot of "people" out there. They have a right to
their space, they have a right to people who'Il be cour-
teous in their house, who have manners, who are house-

broken, who understand that nature is a community to
which we belong, not a commodity we possess. I'm not
just worried about the impact of privates on commer-
cials, or motorboats on rowing rigs-l'm worried about
the impact of human beings on nature in general. And I
would say that the wildemess license is as much directed
as anythi.ng toward establishing a sense of courtesy
toward other forms of life with which we share the
planet. And for population-which I know is a strong
concern of yours, Lew-as it doubles and triples or more
in this next century, we will see less and less place for
our nonhuman neighbors. l'm worried about them.
\il/ildemess and parks are their sanctuary; places where
we restrain ourselves; gestures of planetary modesty from
a species that has been notable for its arrogance. The
private permit and motor issues are trivial compared to
rhis big picture.

What we need is a paradigm change. A paradigm is a

world view And what we need very desperately and very
quickly is a paradigm change that will reorient our atti-
tude toward the natural world. And if you follow what
I've argued in The Rrghts of Naane, this will include the
development of an environmental ethic. That would
lead to the duty and responsibility to respect the rights
of Nature just as we respect the rights of Jews or blacks
or cowboys, or women, or gays, or river guides. So we are

talking about a huge paradigm change, and we're talking
about cleaning up intellectual pollution before we can
clean up the pollution on the land. '!Ue've inherited
from Christianity a sense of dualism, a sense that nature
is different from us and beneath us, and less than us, that
nature is an object, that we are the only creatures
created in God's image. And we need to reorient that
paradigm to recognize the fact that we are animals; that
we don't own but share this planet. I thlnk one of the
most important expressions of that point of view is
wilderness. And the reason I may appear so radical in
terms of my Grand Canyon policies, is that I rhink the
Canyon is a great place to begin that klnd of paradigm

revolution. (pause) Heavy stuff.
Steiger: It's really heavy.

Nash: Heavy stuff.
The book that we both recently read, The Celestine

Prophecy, talked about the enormous change in values-
you could say a paradigm change-that occurred when
we replaced a basically religious or church-oriented view
of the world with a scientific one in the Middle Ages. It
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was that time that we began to think that God didn't
plan everything, but maybe there were certain basic

physical laws that controlled things; that the earth
wasn't the center of the universe, but maybe just in a

small left-field situation somewhere. Galileo, 1632, said

we're not the center of the universe, we're way out
there. And the Church tried to make him recant, you

remember, but Galileo stuck to his guns.

That was a great moment. Galileo, and then Darwin
with evolution in 1859, and then the ecologists like
Aldo Leopold humbled humanity. Our egos emerged
pretty badly scarred after all the image-of-God stuff.
Wise people today understand that we are members in
not masters gf the life communiry. In the big scheme of
things homo sapiens is pretty insignifcant. And we

should be modest toward nature, not alrogant and domi-
neering. And isn't Grand Canyon the best place to learn
planetary modesty? So when I talk about tossing motors
out, when I talk about reducing numbers and impact,
I'm not just talking about a recreational experience,
Lew, I'm talking about developing a reverential,
respectful, and ethical relationship to the universe.
Can't we start in a place like Grand Canyon, where a lot
of other good environmental things have begun? Why
shouldn't Grand Canyon River Guides lead the way in
this paradigm revolution? After all, we walk in the best

university in the world. If we can't leam and teach
humility in the Grand Canyon, I really do fear for the
future.

Steiger: I'm going to be assassinated!

Nash: You're gone, you're through. You went and

interviewed an environmental wacko I

Steiger: Oh my God...
Nash: But these are ideas of huge importance. Huge,

huge. These are the biggest ideas of our time, Lew. These

are the most important ideas on the agenda of society
today.

Steiger: There's no better stage. I submit this to
you-here's my argument for a commercial trip: There's

no better stage, right now, in this country, from which to
preach. There's no better "pulpit."

Nash: "A bully puipit," as Theodore Roosevelt said.

Steiger: ... from which to preach this message, than
the Grand Canyon. And I submit to you that that's the
argument for the commercial sector.

Nash: Your point is strong, but, to play the devilh
advocate, then let's open the river up to a hundred thou-
sand a year, let's take down every "Al and Dave" who
show up. If a little is good, more is better-right?

Steiger: Somehow that isn't exactly right.
Nash: Precisely. And that's why back in 1972 the

Park Service put the quotas in. Better to have a quality
experience for a limited number. It's the key idea in
wildemess management. And it brings us back to alloca-

tion.
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Steiger: I mean, I see people go down there-all
kinds of people-regardless of whatever intellectual
notions they do or don't buy into along the way, they get

charged up.
Nashl I've been on your trips and I've seen the

magic that you are able to bring to them.
Steiger: Hey, the only magic I ever brought to the

party as a guide was that I was smart enough to get out
of the way, like you said.

Nash: Unguiding.
Steiger: I mean, my whole trick as a guide is not to

explain all kinds of shit to people. My whole trick was
just to ask them what was up with them.

Nash: Good.
Steiger: Okay.

Nash: If you're going to manage an area as wilder-
ness, it behooves you to favor the do-it-yourselfer, who I
think has more of a wildemess experience than the
commercially-guided client. Remember also that I've nin
about half my trips in the Grand as a commercial guide,

enjoyed them, think I've added a lot to people, felt
people had a good time. But I'm talking specifically, as a

kind of a follow-up from my l:ookWillerness andThe
American Mind, about the concept of wilderness. And if
the wildemess experience is important, if society judges

that that's something worth preserving and cultivating,
then I think something needs to be said for increasing

self-guided opportunities, self-discovery.

You see, Lew, I deline wilderness as being unlike civi.
lization. So my concem, both as a scholar and as a

leader of wildemess trips and an advocate of wilderness,

is to make wilderness and the wiidemess experience as

unlike civilization as possible. I think for society today

that is where the value of wilderness resides.

Now, what I see is an unfortunate convergence of
civilization into wildeme5s-x qsllxin convergence, let's

say, of wilderness toward civilization. \7e see it on
commercially-guided trips, in the guiding indusmy in
generai in this country. Case in point: rubber glove

lunch service, applying restaurant standards to rivers,

where I think people should accept certain risks, maybe

even the risk of eating some food that may give them
the runs once in a while. I regretted-although I under-
stand the reasons for it, and so do you-I regretted the
passing of wood {ire cooking. I thought there was a

tremendous amount of skil1 and nostalgia and fun, and it
was unlike what the guests had at home. Now, you set

up a river kitchen, and you know as well as I do, that it
looks much like the kitchen these people have at home,

and the food is probably better than they have at home.

This whole emphasis on tuming out four-star meals

down there, and feeling that you sort of have to do that,
because the price tag on the trips is so high. \7e're
catering to the rich and we're giving them the kinds of
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stuff they expect to get in restaurants-and the rubber
glove issue is a good symptom of that. I'm for making
things simpler, I'm for making wilderness as unlike civi-
lization as possible. I'm for using wilderness trips ro
teach the older wildemess skills-and those include
guiding one's self, and taking care of one's self, learning
how to do things onet self instead of jusr watching a

guide do them. Unlike yoursel( that's the way I came
up. I came up from riding on a couple of commercial
trips to becoming a private boater and then, when
permits got tight, doing a bunch of commerciai trips. I
made myself pretty good at what I was doing. I got my
own equipment together, I developed my skill level.
Other people are doing that now-huge business out
there, teaching boating, selling boats, renting gear.

Steiger: What I wonder about you is, why did you
keep doing commercial trips?

Nash: \Uell, I kept doing commercial trips for several
reasons: one of them was that it was hard to get private
permits. Another one was that I enjoyed the cama.
raderie of the guides. I've had the great privilege of
running with people like Kenton [Grua] and Regan

[Dale] and yourself, and Pete Gross, and Ellie Tibbetts,
and many others. That fellowship and that sense of
working together as professionals with mutual respecr
and concem for each other is something thatt really
very precious. You have to experience it, as you know, to
be able to articulate it, or understand it. And that was

something that I liked a great deal. And frankly, Lew,
putting the private trip together and organizing a private
trip and getting the food and the shuttle and all the stuff
together is a major pain in the behind. It's a lot easier
just to drive up to Flagstaff, load my boat, go down to
the river, the car's at the other end, and there's a check
in the mail. There's something to be said, frankly, for
that kind of ease. But, as I've been saying, the strongest
wildemess experience is on the private side.

There's some aspects of the commercial trips that I
didn't enjoy: I didn't like the numbers that we were
building up ro on some of my trips. I think the last trip
you and I did was a six-boat trip with two baggage boats.
I believe there were thirty-four people on the beach. I
didn't get the names figured out until Phantom, and
then we had new names! When I'm down there,
kneeling in the sand, at 1 10 degrees, dodging ants and
smashing cans, and an eleven.year.old comes up and
dumps a load of stuff on the tarp and says, "Thke care of
this," I begin to rhink, "ls this really the right place for
mel Is this really the kind of experience that I'm down
here for?" I felt like I was a servanr at a resort.

It wasn't that she did anything bad or impolite... No,
she did what was expected-just like when you walk
away from a dinner table in a restaurant, you don't say,

"Can I go out and do the dishesJ" You just walk away
from the table. It was expected. That's the problem.
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'We're creating a group of people who go to the river and
expect to be waited on, to be served hand and foot-and
they are, they're taken into a resort. The kind of treat.
ment they get is more like a Club Med with day hikes
than it is a wildemess expedition.

Steiger: \7hy dld that evolve that way? How did we
get to that point, I wonder?

Nash: For one thing, we have seen develop in
American society an economy where we have people of
more and more means who, frankly, want to be served,

who don't want to accept the risk, the work, the chal.
lenge, that goes into putting stuff together themselves.
Ith just easy to thumb through a catalog, pick something
out, send in the Visa card, and show up. Now, this isn't
entirely bad. But if you're following my logic, I think
something is really missing from that kind of scenario,
and what is missing is a personal involvement with
wildemess and the satisfactions of doing something your-
self.

I regret the convergence of the wilderness experience
toward the hotel or resort experience. And if you really
want to get into that, you can look at the African
safaris, and you could look at some Idaho river trips that
are really blg-buck numbers where crews set up tents and
draw hot tubs for the people. There are some trips up on
the Salmon River that are like that, where the boats go

down in advance and set up the lawn chairs and the
people jusr roll down and pour their martini and it's no
different at all than if they went to a resort hotel in
Hawaii. I think something is unforrunate about that,
pafticularly if you remember that on a permit river the
safari-type trips are necessarily excluding people who
would act more compatibly with wilderness.

I'm not saying "do away with commercial guiding,"
I'm just saying be aware that there is a large and growing
and increasingly restless and frustrated pool ofpeople
who have gotten all dressed up for a party with nowhere
to go. And if you followed my logic earlier, it is these
people who I think are having a more appropriate expe-
rience in a wilderness area, than somebody whoh on a

safari, and is getting their food served with rubber
gloves. (pause) Just my bias.

Steiger: !7ell, I think the classic answer from the
commercial sector to that is, "Wait a minr.rte, these
private guys who have their own boats are an elite too, a

bunch of yuppies, and really a very narrow segment of
the population."'S7e're supposed to represent the whole
damned country, we're supposed to be able to take all
these people down there. But I agree, where our argu.
ment breaks down is if we have made it too rnuch like a

safari. I mean, if we can provide a kind of gateway expe-
rience...

Nash: "Gateway" implies to something on rhe other
side.

Steiger: Yeah, well, if we get out of the way, we can

I

I
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put a lot of people in touch with Mother Nature who
wouldn't otherwise get there.

Nash: Do-it-yourseif.
Steiger: Well, to me it's not even doing it yourself.

Nash: The unguiding concept that we were talking
about.

Steiger: '!7e11, it's funny. \Uhen I started, that's what
we did, that's how we did hikes. I mean, as a matter of
course. !7e just said, "Yeah, we're at the Little Colorado
here, we're going to be here about three hours. You guys

go on up there. There's a rapid you can swim down. If
you go way up, there's some pools you can get in, Check
it out. There's a little house on the other side, go check
it out."

Nash: Yeah, that was the style: go up and find that
Beamer cabin up the LCR But now it seems to me the
tendency is, you just lead the people up and there's a

guide at the front and there's a guide at the rear.

Steiger: 'W'e're supposed to do that! I mean, to do it
that other way is seen as being irresponsible by the
National Park Service.

Nash: !7e11, that's, I think, unfortunate. I recognize
there are some people who need that kind of leading by

the hand. But I think sometimes we overdo things. \ff/e

overinterpret-we put so much emphasis on interpreta-
tion, we have training sessions, and the guides just keep
on and on until eyes glaze over.

Steiger: For these people who have a very limited
amount of time out there in the natural world, some-

times maybe we're taking up too much of their time.
Nash: We may be taking up too much of their time;

not letting them be alone with the Canyon.

Steiger: I think, having been out there in some

country that's pretty remote, I don't think Grand
Canyon is anywhere close to being a wilderness. And I
think it's kind of artificial to pretend that it is. Grand
Canyon, to me, is more like... it's alreadi, a garden. It's
not wild anymore, it's a park. I thmk there may be other
places that are way more of a true wiiderness.

The Grand Canyon, regardless of how high you make

the walls around it, or whatever the rules are, if some-

body gets hurt, they're going to come get you in a heii-
copter. Or, wherever you are, practically, you're going to
turn around, and there's gonna be somebody walking
behlnd you, right away. You know, like the next day or

the day after.
Nash: Right. S7e11, that's because most of the stuff

we do in the Canyon is pretty routinized. It's not Harvey
Butchart's canyon, it's not Colin Fletcher's canyon.

Steiger: \ff/ell, for me, this isn't a wilderness, it is a
park. It's a subiime place, but in my mind it's already
reached that "garden state," just by virtue of all the
attention that's been focused on it. For rne, when you

talk about who gets to go, are these the people that have
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worked up and are qualified, or they get a iicense-l
wonder if we want to seai it off, even that much. I keep

coming around to, well, these people who are growing
up in these urban environments, like we see right here

[in San Francisco], or like in New York, or Detroit, or
Chicago, or L.A.-I keep thinking of these young kids. I
keep thinking of kids that have never seen dirt, that
have never gotten out of that environment, I keep

thinking how can we possibly clue them into the idea of
the planet Earth, to any sense of the natural world? And
I'd like to see the Grand Canyon used for more of that.

Nash: Okay, that's a really excellent idea. I've
thought about it a lot. But I remind you that we sdll
have a numbers problem on the Grand, and that it's not
the onlv kl.rd of place where you can teach a caring rela-

tionship with the Earth. 'Sfe're sitting right next to a
little environmental education museum that has bats

and bird houses, and urban kids come right out here to
Coyote Point and learn that kind of stuff. You don't
have to go to the Sistine Chapel to become a Catholic,
you don't have to go to Jerusaiem to learn something
about Judaism. The Grand Canyon is, in my way of
thinking, an ultimate place, and maybe it should be the
end result of a process of leaming, rather than a place

where you take the neophyte. It's just another perspec-

tive, another take on that. Maybe you should be up on
the American River doing day trips and kind of working
your way into something like the Grand Canyon.

Steiger: Just for my own curiosity, is there any real

wilderness out there? Is it in Alaska? Is that's where it's
arJ

Nash: Well, Lew, you've been saying, "the Grand
Canyon corridor isn't wiiderness." I would urge you to
not think of places as either wilderness or not wilder-
ness. \ff/hat I'd urge you to do is think of the presence

and absence, to various degrees, ofwilderness values-
kind of like a shading in the rainbow, a color thing. So

that even in the city it might be 90:10, ninety percent
civilized, ten percent wilderness. Muvb" in the Grand
Canyon it's twenty percent civilized, because of all the
people and the choppers; eighty percent wilderness

values, because of no cars {or ZZ5 miles and so forth.
'S7ildemess is a state of mind. Perception varies with the
perceiver. Grand Canyon may not be wilderness to you,

but I guarantee you it is wildemess to a lot of your
clients down there-unless you've created such a resort

and safari syndrome that you've taken it away from
them. But it depends on where you're coming from. For

you, it's not. For me, I'd have to be frank and say I
understand exactly what you're saying. I've been in a lot
wilder places than the Grand Canyon, but I don't say,

"The Grand Canyon isn't wildemess." I just say that
wildemess values are a littie less intense there than they
might be for me on an uninhabited island in the Sea of
Cortez or in the Brooks Range in Alaska. I've been to
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places like that where the hair stands up on rhe back of
your neck, where nobody's ever been. But I'm not
prepared to just call those places wilderness and every.
thing else "gardens." There's a mixture of values.

Steiger: I know to you the word means the natural
world, left alone.

Nash: Uncontrolled. Undomesticated, uncivilized, a
place of wild beasts-where the wild things are. And I
recognize there are degrees of that. And you might say

that wilderness for some people is going to go all the way
down that degree scale, all the way down that spectrum
to-l could imagine tuming an inner.city kid loose in
Coyote Point here, and he'd say, "Jesus, this is the
wildemessl There are trees herel And there's not pave.
ment, and I'm walking on groundl And there are birds
and squirrels aroundl" You know? Could be, for them,
the wilderness. And who are you and I to go to them
and say, "No, it isn't wilderness," because for them, it is.

Just as someone says "this is beautiful," are you and I to
go to them and say, "No, that isn't beautiful; no, that
woman isn't attractive; no, that song doesn't appeal to
you." Let people exercise their individual tastes a little
bit on wildemess. I think it's terribly unfortunate if we
start out as professional guides, in answer to someone's
question, say, "Nah, this trip isn't going to be a wilder.
ness trip." You know, people say, "Are we going into
wildemess, Lew?" You say, "Nah, this isn't a wildemess.
Too many people down here to be a wilderness." I think
that's a ver), unfortunate attitude to start a trip off
with-tell somebody that. I think the proper response ro
that question-and I've been asked that question a lot
on commerciaily-guided trips-"ls this wilderness?" I say,

"Look around and you te1l me after five days if it's
wilderness. You tell me what you think. You go out and
walk up a side canyon and make some discoveries." And
sometimes they'll come back and say, "'We11, I don't
think it's so much wildemess when we're out here with
thirty-five people and you guys are preparing food with
rubber gloves"-sorry to keep coming back to that-
"But when I walk up the side canyon alone, when I
walked up Fern Glen alone, or when I went up Blacktail
and sat there by myself at the end of Blacktail, I really
kind of felt that I was in wildemess." And I would say,

"Right onl Good for youl"

Nash: As we wrap up, I just want to add my two
cents to the on-going and very important issue of
increasing guide skills as interpreters. I know that's
something you've given a lot of concem to and are

continuing to build.
I would just simply like to call attention to the

opportunity of using a Grand Canyon trip as a chance to
teach something about what I call the macro-environ.
mental issues, the really big ones that concern the
planet as a whole-to not just send people away with a
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knowledge of the great unconformity and some sense of
whether the Hermit is above the Redwall and where
Bessie Hyde's boat was found. Instead, I think at times
we need to lift our eyes a little bit above the rims, so ro
speak, and take cognizance of the really big pattems that
are affecting not only the Grand Canyon, but every
other place on the planet. And among those big issues I
would list the population problem on the planet as a

whole. I would like to think that people would come out
from an immersion in one of our great national parks
with a little sense of the importance of self-restraint as a

species as it concerns population, as it concems impact,
as it concems material growth. I think people should
come out of a two-week immersion in the Canyon with
a little sense of the
meaning of sustainability
as conservation biologists
are talking about it now, a
little sense of the impor-
tance of biological diver-
sity, the endangered
species issue-these kind
of big problems on which
the stability of our whole
culture, our whole
ecosystem really are

hinging. In other words,
we should address some

issues thar go outside of
the Park and outside of
the Canyon, and use the
Canyon as a "pulpit," you
might say. You see, the
way I look at it is that the
human race is a lot like a

cancer now on this planet. 'We're very good at growth,
like cancer. What happens when cancer grows and flour-
ishes as we are growing and flourishing both in number
and in impact is that the organism dies. The paradox of
the parasite is it kills its host. You get it? If the parasite is

really successful, it's ironic, because it cuts its own
throat. Because guess what? !7hen somebody dies of
cancer, the cancer dies too. Now, if the Earth is an
organism, as many macro-ecologists think, and we

humans are a kind of a cancer on the Earth, we may be

succeeding as a species in terms of our growth, but what
we're really doing is cutting off the limb on which we're
standing. Because if the ecosystem collapses, guess who
goes down too, and guess who goes down 6rst? The
people on the top of the pyramid who are balancing on
that little cone up there. You know? So there needs to
be some sense. One way to get into it might be-and
I'm drawing here a bit on my cruising experience in the
Sea of Cortez-is the problem of the oceans, seven-
eighths of this planet. Jacques Cousteau and others have
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told us that the oceans are in big trouble. !7e've seen the head-
lines about fisheries collapsing, we've seen major changes going
on in the ocean. I got a feeling, Lew, that stuff is unraveling like
an oid sweater, you know, and those first threads come out and
it's flopping in the wind. Or you're driving a pickup truck and
your tarp starts tearing a little biq the next rhing is, (whoosh)
big-time shredding. And I see that kind of thing as potenrially
devastating to the ocean environmenr. Now, the Colorado
River is heading toward the ocean, right? Except for 1983 and
1984, it doesn't reach the ocean, it gets sucked up into irrigation
canals, sent off to the Los Angeles sewer system-doesn't reach
the Sea of Cortez. There are massive changes going on because
of that in the Gulf of Califomia. The nutrients thar came into
the Gulf, just like the Nile brought nurrients into the
Mediterranean, the Colorado is no longer bringing nutrients
into the Sea of Cortez and it's affecting the whole flshery there.
The whole flshery in the Sea of Cortez is-and I don't mean just
productive flshery but the whole marine ecosystem-is in big
trouble in the Sea of Cortez, because the Colorado River has
been so diverted that it doesn't anymore bring those sediments
and those nutrients into the head of the Gulf, which are then
taken in and out by those big ddes. So there's jusr a little way ro
link-up the place where we are, ro get people to think about
bigger issues. The need is to think in terms of what's coming
down for the ecosystem in the next hundred, the next two
hundred, the next five thousand years? A way ro tie it in. So I
would like to see guides occasionally be able to help their
people lift their eyes a little bit over the rims ro some of these
big macro issues.

See, another cut at this, besides the cancer analogy, is to use

the analogy of a checking account. I call it "deficit environ-
mental 6nancing." \7e all know what deficit financing is-it's
when you run your credit cards up, right? You borrow more
money than you have, and you get deeper and deeper in the
hole, right? And you owe your grandfather and your mother and
you owe this guy over here and the tire guy needs some money
and the phone company's two months overdue. Right? Typical
existence. It's called deficit financing of someone's lifestyle.
Deficit environmental financing is when we dip too deeply into
the environment, to the energy availability on the planet, to
nonrenewable resources, to the richness of the fabric of life on
this pianet. And we keep dipping-in and dipping-in, and
enriching our lifestyle and increasing our numbers of our species
at the expense of the future. \7e borrow from the future. !7e dig
a deeper and deeper pit. And as long as we keep digging thar pir
we keep running up that debt. \We're losing three hundred
species a year; adding ten thousand to the human population
every hour. Most of these folks will never see the Grand
Canyon, but, as a place to change the paradigm, it could be
their salvation. This kind of rhinking doesn'r have ro dominate
discussion on a river, but hey, we got a lot of time in between
rapids, you know.

AqJr )r It-A-f3t_.ach

A dopt-a-Beach is a volunteer efforr

S*q by working guides that will provide

-& &a regular and continuous photo-
graphic record of47 key beaches in the
Canyon. The data we collect will be used ro
help evaluate results of the historic 1996 spike
flow, and ro monitor changes in response to
various flows in the years to come. Guides can
choose a specific beach to photograph through
the season using a disposable camera. If you
would like to adopt, contact the GCRG of6ce.
A contribution or membership to GCRG will
help fund this project.

GCRG thanks all the guides who jumped
aboard and adopted twenty-nine beaches
during the GTS. Thanks also to GCES and
Dave Wegner for cameras and to the Grand
Canyon National Park Science Center for
interest and future support.

\,VcL: Si{rs

gftver the past year or so, several

f, $n"onle contacted GCRC about
\**/ getting us on the Interner. A fine

idea, we thought, but who's going to do it?
'S7e're kinda busy here. Sure ir's a great idea...
maybe later. But Ed Smith and Matt Kaplinski
tired of our procrastination and set up a web
site for GCRG. Ith cool. We appreciate them
taking it on. The address is:

http ://vishnu. glg.nau.edu/gcrg
The FAA and NPS announced that a draft

rule regarding air tours would be presented for
public input on March 22nd. They plan oniy a

30-day comment period; time being of the
essence, we set up a second web site where
people could get information about the issue

and perhaps even comment directly to the FAA
by electronic mail. That's the plan, anyway.
Unsurprisingly, the govemment is running late,
and the rule is mired ln high level meetings.
But whenever the rule is announced, it will be
presented on the "Natural Quiet Home Page".
Funding for this project was provided by
Canyon Explorations, Outdoors Unlimited, and
Arizona Raft Adventures. The address is:

http ://www.rhinonet.com,/quiet
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Discounts to Members

Expeditions
625 N. Beaver St., Flagstaff
Boating Gear
10% off merchandise to members

Cliff Dwellers Lodge
CliffDwellers, AZ
10 % offmeals to members

Teva Sport Sandals and Clothing
N. Beaver St. Flagstaff
Approx. ll2 pice to boatman members
Sandals and clothing. Pro-deals upon approval

Dr. Jim Marzolf, DDS ?79-2393
1419 N. Beaver Street, Flagstaff, AZ
107o of dental work to boatman members

15% offBirkenstock sandals. Call for catalog.

Mary Ellen Arndorfer, CPA 5201525-2585
230 Buffalo Tiail Flagstaff, AZ 86001
20o/o discount to boatmen members for tax returns

Sunrise Leather, Paul Harris

Fran Rohrig, NCMT, GCRG
Swedish, Deep Tissue & Reiki Master
$10 discount to members

The Summit
Discounts on boating equipment

Five Quail Books-West
8540 N Central Ave, *27, Phoenix
10o/o discount to members

Aspen Sports
15 N San Francisco St, Flagstaff
Outdoor gear
10% discount to members

Snook's Chiropractic
521 N. Beaver St. *2, Flagstaff
20olo discount on initial consultation

ChumsAlellowear
40olo discount on Chums and Hello clothing
Call Lori for catalog

Dr. Mark Falcon, Chiropractor
1515 N.Main, Flagstaff
$10 adjustments for ccRc members

Laughing Bird Adventures
10% discount to members on sea kayaking tours
Belize, Honduras and the Caribbean.

Yacht Tiue Love
Bill Beer, Skipper
Virgin Island Champagrre Cruises
10o/o discount to members

Canyon R.E.O.
Box 3493, Flagstaff, AZ 86003
10% discount on equipment rental to members

'!7ith 
whom?

Guide Member
worked in the River IndustryMust have

Company?
Year Began?

Number of trips? $16 Short sieeved T:-shirt

$tS Long sleeved T-shirt
$22 Wallace Beery shirt Size-
$10 Baseball Cap

$10 GTS Kent Frost Poster

Size-
Size_

exchange
mailing

Iists with
anyone.
Period.

Name
Addr
City

f

T1- ^ -^ 1 _ ^ ro everyone who made this issue possible... to all of you writers who keep submitting amazing

I nanKs things... and to all of you who ,.rppo., us... It wo.-,lin't happen withoui you. Printld with
soy bean ink on recycled paper by really nice guys.

Care to join Lls?
f f you're not a member yet and would like to be, get with the program! Your membership dues help fund

I-rrl.y of the worrhwhile projects we are pursuing. And you get this fine journal to boot. Do it today'

Must love the
Been on a trip

General Member
Grand Canyon
?.

ft few area businesses like to show their support for GCRG by offering discounts to members.n
779-3769

355-ZZZ8

779.5938

779-2742

8001238-4467

80e177s.6547

774.3377

$25 1-year membership

$100 5-year membership

$277 Life membership (A buck a mile)
$500 Benefactor*

$1000 Patron (A grand,get it?)*
*benefactors and patrons get a life membership, a silver

split twig flgurine pendant, and our undying gratitude,

$ donation, for all the stuff you do. We don,t

Professional River Outfitters 779-l5lz
Box 635 Flagstaff, 4286002
107o discount on equipment rental for members

8001999-2575

526-0294

5Zo1774-0774

602186r-0548

779-1935

774.9071

8001323.3707

broatmans quarterly review

State- Zip

Total enclosed
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How to Control Crowding
at Grand Canvon

TohnL. Srcddard'sLectures, an 1898 series of illustrated books,

f c,,.,toi,-r. a magnificently ilh-rstrated tale of Stoddard's visit to Grancl

- / Cor,y,,,,-, a feu'years prior. Hc went the way cvcry()ne.1iJ-by rrain
to Fiagstaff, then by stage to the Rim with Captain ]ohn T. Hance.

His pictures continue throughout [his issue, culminating on page 16,

Box 1934

where he rlescribes his final evening at
Granclview Point.

Flagstaff, AZ g6002 Thanks to \il/esley smith f<rr the loan of his

phone 520/7 ?1-1075 farniiy's priceless book' 
i,r

fax 5ZOl773-8523 "l''l
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